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,A CUIDE TO TlXXILA 

CHAPTER I 

TOPOGRAPHY 

The remains of Taxila are situated immediately LOCATION OF 

'to the east and north-east of Sarai-kala, a junction TA.XILA. AND 

on the railway, twenty miles north-west of Rawal-~=:~ OJ 

pindi.1 The valley in which they lie is a singularly ANCIENT TIME 

pleasant one, well-watered by the Haro river and its 
tributaries, and protected by a girdle of hills-on the 
north and east by the snow mountains of Hazara and 
the Murree ridge, on the south And west by the well-
known Margalla spur and other lower eminences. This 
position on the great trade route, which used to connect 
Hindustan with Central and Western Asia, coupled 

1 There are good refreshment and waiting rooms for travellers 
at Sarai-kala railway station. and a small Public Works' bungalow 
about a mile distant, permission. 110 occupy which may sometimes 
be obtained from the Executive Engineer, Rawalpindi District. 
Less than half a mile from the st-ation is the Archwological Office, 
where information ca.n ~e obtained regarding the excavations. 
'The building of the local museum, which is contemplated for Taxila, 
has had to be postponed for the present, but by the courtesy of the 
Director General visitors are allowed, during the time that excava
tions are actually in progress, to see the antiquities in the 
storerooms at the Archteologica1 Bungalow. Excavations are 
carried OD only in the autumn and spring~ 
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with the strength of its natural defences, the fertility of 
its soil, and a constant supply of good water, readily 
account for the importance of.the city in early times. 
Artian speaks of it as being a great and flourishing 
city in the time. of Alexander the Great, the greatest, 
indeed, of all tll.e cities which lay between ~he Indus 
and the Hydaspes (JihIam).l Strabo teIls us that 
the country round about was tkickly populated, awl 
extremely fertile,' as the mountai,ns here begin to 
subside into the plains,s and Plutarch3 remarks on the 
richness of the soil.-Hsiian Tsang,4 also, writes 
in a similar strain of the land's fertility, of its· rich 
harvests, of its flowing streams and of its luxuriant 
vegetation. 

From the map on Plate XXIX it will be seen that. 
stretching across this tract of country, from north-. 
east by east to south-west by west, is a ridge of hills 
of which the western termination is called Hathial. 
This ridge of hills is a rocky and precipitous spur of 
limestone formation, which projects into the valley 
from the mountains on the East, and divides the 
Mstern part of it into two halves. The northern half 
is now-a-days singularly rich in crops, being watered 
by numerous artificial canals taken off from the higher 
reaches· of the Haro river; the southern half is less 
fertile, being· intersected by many deep ravines and 
broken by bare stony knoIls, on many of which are 
ruins of ol~-time stupas and monasteries. Through 

I Bk. V, Ch. 3. C/o McCrindle; The inlJlJ8Wn oJ India by ..t1lezander 
Ike (heat; p. 92.. . 

I Bk. XV, Ch. 28. McCrindle, ..t1ncient India, p. 33. 
I Ch. LIX. 
• Watters, On Yuan Chwang ..... VoL I, p. 240. 
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this part of the valley and skirting the western foot 
of the Hathial hill rups the Tabra or Tamri naIi, 
which is manifestly identical with the stream called 
Tiberonabo, Tiberoboam, or Tiberio-potamos referred 
to by classical authors.l Through the northern half 
of the valiey Hows the LuJ}.c;ll nala, another tributary 
of the Haro river, which like the Tamri nala. now 
RnS in a deep bed, 'but in old days, no doubt, was 
nearer the surface. 

Within this valley and within three and a haH BHI\l MOUND. 

miles of each other are the remains of three distinct 
cities. The southernmost of these occupies an elevated 
plateau, known ~ocally as the Bhi~ mound, between 
the recently opened railway from Sarai-kala to Havelian 
and the Tariua. . nala, above the bed of which it rises 
to a height of between 60 and 70 feet. From north to 
south this plateau measures about 1,210 yards and from 
east to west, at its widest point, a bout 730. On ita 
western and southern sides its boundaries follow a 
fairly regular line, but on the east and north they 
sweep along the edges of the bays and blufIs above 
the Tamra nrua, and in some of these bays, where 
the soil has been washed down into the ravine below, 
it is no longer possible to trace with accuracy the 
original position of the walls. According to local 
tradition, the Bhi~ mound is the most ancient of all 
the sites at Taxila, and this tradition is fully con-
firmed by the discoveries which I have made on the 
surface of the mo~d. 'Gen. Cunningham was of 
opinion that this city was still in occupation at the 

I C/. Sylvain Levi, J. A., Tome XV (Sme Serle), pp. 236.7, 
and MoCriDdle, _.A7ICien4 India, pp. 342·3. 
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time of Hsiian Tsang's visit in the 7th century A.D., 
but this opinion appears to have rested on no surer 
ground than his own speculations as to the identity 
of a ruined stiipa in the region of Babarkhana . with 
the stiipa of th~ , Head gift ' described by tlle Chinese 
pilgrim, which, as we shall -presently see, h~s proved 
to be erroneous. It is certainly not borne out by 
existing remains, which indicattf that the Bhir mound. 
\Vas occupied as a city many centuries prior to the 
coming of the Greeks, and that the capital was 
transferred by ~hem in the early part of the 2nd 
century B.C. to the area now known as Sirkap. 

SIRUP. This second city of Sirkap, of which almost the 
entire outer wall is still clearly visible, occupies the 
western spurs of the hill of Hathial, together with a 
well-defined plateau on their northeJ;,n side. On the 
western edge 'of this plateau the city wall has an 
irregular alignment broken by various salients and 
recesses,but on- the north and east it is quite straight, 
and from the south-east corner of the plateau it pro
ceeds in the same straight line up the steep side of the 
northern ridge of' Hathial, then drops across a valley, 
traverses a second ridge and depression, and so ascends 
to the summit of the third and highest ridge on the 
south. From this point it turns in a w.esterly direction 
and descends the rocky edge of the ridge to its western 
corner; after which it takes a sharp turn to the north, 
and bends west again around a Jl['ominent blufi above 
the Tamr~ naJa, and so retm:ns north along the western 
face of the plateau. Within its circuit the city wall 
thus takes in three rocky and precipitous ridges of 
the Hathial spur. besides an isolated flat-topped hill, . ( 
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which rise~ in a gradual slope from the bluff above 
referred to, . and the whole of the level plateau to their 
north. The length of this wall is approximately 
6,000 yards, its thickness varying from 15 ft. to 21 ft. 
6 in. Tlwoughout its whole length bo~ the core and 
facing of the wall are composed of rubble stones of no 
.~eat . size or stabilitr, the construction being in all 
respects similar to that of other structures of the Greek 
and Saka-Pa:b1ava epochs, and, like them, liable to 
fall rapidly to ruin. The outer curtain of the wall 
is strengthene~ by bastions which, so far as they have 
been examined, are rectangular in.plall (p. 65). 

To judge by its position and configuration, it seenis 
probable that the isolated flat-topped hill mentioned . 
above was the real Akropolis of the ancient city 
of Sirkap; but it is likely that the whole of the area 
comprised within the HathiaI ridges and between 
them and this hill was also specially fortified to serve 
as a place of refuge in case of siege. To this end an 
inner line of fortifications appears to have been carried 
along the north side of the Akropolis, as well as along 
the base of the northern ridge of Hathial, the only 
access to the interior fort being provided by a gateway 
in the depression between the two hills. -Gen. 
Cunningham imagined that this gateway- was directly 
opposite to the northern gate of the city and connected 
with it by a straight street leading through the middle 
of the lower city, but excavations in this part of the 
site show that his ideas on this point were incorrect. 

Outside the northern wall of the Sirkap city was BADAR KHANA 

a suburb, now known as Babar-khana or the Kachchii. OR IUCHCH.1 Ko 
Kot from the fact that it is defended by earthen 

• • 
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ramparts only. This subutb has a circuit of rather 
more than a mile and a quarter, and is enclosed on the 
west in a bend of the Tamra DiIa, above which its 
fortifications rise to '8 height of about 40 feet. 

Smsmm. The third eity is· that of S~, sibated' still 
further to tht' north-east, on thlt opposite side of the 
Lm;tc.ll niIa. This city appear;. to have been bujJk' 
by the Kushans, probably during the.reign of KaDi
shka. Its plan is- roughly a parallelogram, and the 
circuit of the walls is not far short of three miles. The 
walls, which are relatively well-preserved along part 
of the' southern and eastern sides, are of massive COn-I 

stmction, some 18 feet or more in thickness and 
. protected by circular bastions on their outer side. The 
facing of the walls is of the 'large diaper' masonry 
which came into vogue in the early Kushan period; the 
bastions are circular,1 and the intervals between them 
measure 90 feet. Inside the city are three modern 
villages, Mirpur, Tofkiaii, and Pi1}.t;1. G}khra, placed 
on the remains of ancient buildings, which are still 
peeping out from the debris among the houses. 

MONUllBNTS IIi addition to these three city sites-the Bbit 
OUTSIDB THE mound, Sirkap and· Sirsukh-there are many other 
CITIES. detached nlonnments, mainly Buddhist stiipas and 

monasteries, scattered about over the face of ~he 
surrounding country. The Buddhist remains are spe
cially numerous in the southern half of the valley, 
where they occupy most of the blfaen hillocks alongside 
the Tamra niIa, conspicuous among them being the 
imposing Dharmarajiki Stiipa, known locally as the 

ll'lot ~uare, as shown by Gen. ~ham. 
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II Chi!" or II Split" Tope, from the great cleft which 
former explorers drove through its centre. In the 
northern half of the valley, however, and among the 
hills of the Hathial ridge are many other Buddhist 
settlem:en~, of which five have already. been excavated 
and have yielded results of surpassing interest. These 
~e the Kunala Stii1>a and monastery which stand 
on the northern ridge of Hathial, partly covering the 
old city wall of Sirkap; the stiipas and monasteries 
at Mohrii. Moradu and J aulian in the same range of 
hills further" to the east; and those at Badalpur and 
Lalchak in the valley to the north. At Jal}.Qiii.l, 
a little to the north of the Kachch8. Ko~, are two con
spicuous mounds, on one of which is a spacious temple, 
dedicated, there is good reason to believe, to fire
worship ; and a little beyond these,again, are the 
remains of two smaller stiipas-which may have been 
either Jaina or Buddhist, probably the former. Still 
further north a conspicuous land-mark is furnished 
by the lofty Bhallar Stiipa, which occupies a prominent 
position on the last spur of the hills bounding the 
valley of Taxila on the north. Beside these remains 
there are, dotted here and there in the valleys and hills, 
many other eminences of ancient days, but the sites 
mentioned above are the only ones that have yet been 
excavated, and it is unnecessary here to enter into 
particulars regarding the others. -



CHAP1ER lI-
• 

HISTORY 

_Notwithstanding the power and wealth of Taxila 
in ancient days, the information we possess regarding 

. its history is singularly meagre, being drawn in the 
. main from the. accounts of Greek or. Chinese \Vfiters. 
or laboriously pieced together with the help of coins 
and a few rare inscriptions. The name of the city 
was Takkasila or \.Ta.khaSila. (in Sanskrit Taksha§ili),l 
which in. Greek and Roman writers was transcribed 
as Taxila. The foundation of the earliest city goes 
back to a very remote age. In the Mahabharata2 

it is mentioned in connexion with· the great snake 
sacrifice of King Janamejaya,by whom it had been 
conquered. - Later on-about the beginning, that .is to 
say, of the 5th century before our era-':"it was probably 

IIAN EMPIRE. included in the Achremenid Empire of ~ersia; for the 
insc~iptions of Darius at Persepolis and on his tomb 
at Naksh-i-Rustam make mention of a new Indian 
sat;apy, which was regarded as. the richest and most. 
populous in the Empire and which, being distinct 

I Meaning probably "The city of cut stone." 
I The more important references to TaxiJa. in .Indian litera.ture 

have been collected by Dr. V. -So Sukthankar. A. 8. B., 1914·15, 
Pt .. ~I, pp. 36·41. e • 

d 
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from Aria, Arachosia and Gandaria, may be assumed 
to have comprised Sind and a considerable part of 
the Panjab east of the Indus.1 An interesting relic 
of Persian influence at Taxila is an inscription in 
Aramaic characters of the 4th or 5th century B.C., 
the only hamaiQ record that has yet been found in 
India (p. 75). That Taxila at this time and during 
-w.e centuries immediately following enjoyed a great 
reputation as a University town, famous for the arts 
and sciences of the day, is evident from numerous 
passages in the Buddhist Jatakas; but, apart. from 
this fact, virtually nothing is known of its history . 
prior to the invasion of Alexander the Great. That ALEXANDER THB 

monarch descended on the Panjab and received the GREAT. 

submission of Taxila in the spring of 326 B.C., halting 
there for some weeks preparatory to his attack on 
Porus. From the extant accounts of Alexander's 
expedition, based on the writings 9f his own com-
panions or contemporaries, we learn that the city 
was then very wealthy, populous and well governed, 
and that its territories extended from the Indus to the 
Hydaspes. We learn, too, that polygamy and the 
practice of sati were in vogue; that girls too poor 
to be wedded were exposed for sale in. the market 
place; and that the bodies of .the dead were thrown 
to the vultures. At the time of Alexander's invasion~ 
the reigning king Ambhi, known to the Greeks as 
Omphis or Taxiles,8 was at war not only with the 

• 
1 CJ. V. S. Smith, Early Hi8tory oj India, 3rd Ed., p.,3S. On the 

other hand, Bome of the Jii.takas refer to Taxila as a capital oity of 
Gandhii.ra itself. . 

• Manifestly a territorial ~tle. 
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powerful kingdom of Porus, on the further side of the 
Jihlam, but with the neighbouring Hill State of Abhi:' 
sara, and it was no' doubt in the hope of securing 
Alexander's help against these' foes that h"e sent an 
embassy to waj.t upon the Macedonian at .Und (Uda
bhaJ.lc;ta) and led out his 1Iroops in person from Taxila, 
in order to place them at the service of the conquero~ 
afterwards entertaining him wi~ lavish hospitality ~t 
the capital and providing a contingent of five thous~d 
men for the expedition against Porus. In return for 
these and other friendly acts !mbhi was confirmed 
in the possession of his own territories and' rewarded 
by the accession of new ones, while his position was 
further strengthened by a reconciliation with Porus. 

The Macedonian conq\1est of North-Western India 
was a splendid achievement; but its effects were 
short-lived. Alexander had intended the permanent 
annexation of the North-West, and for that purpose he 
left colonies and garrisons behind him to consolidate 
what he had won,. but within six years of his death, 
which too place in 323 B.C., Eudemus, the Greek 
Governor, withdrew from the Indus valley with all 
the fo~ces he could muster to assist Eumenes against 
Antiochus, and about the same time, or perhaps even 
earlier, Chandragupta drove out the Greek ~arrisons 
east of the Indus, and proceeded to incorporate Taxila 
and the other states of the Panjab into th6. Empire 
of Magadha. TheB. followed, .about 305 B.C., the 

S~ucus transient and ineffective invasion of Seleucus Nicator, 
NICA"J:OB. who sought to' reconquer the lost possessions 

of Alexander,' but was reduced to making a hasty 
~d humiliating :f?eace with Chandr~gupta, un4e,J: 
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the terms of which all the old Macedonian provinceS, 
88 far 88 the Hindu Kush. were ceded. to the M.lt1BYA EHPxiB. 

Indian Monarch.' To the states of the Panjab the 
iron hand of Chandragupta must have proved. more 
oppressive ~an that of the Greeks belpre him, and, 
when his son Bindusara succeeded. to the throne of 
~agadha, Taxila threw off the Maurya yoke and was 
n~ seemingly, brougM to submission until the 
Crown prince AAoka himself appeared. before its 
gates. AAoka afterwards ruled. here 88 Viceroy on 
behalf of Bindusara, and during his father's and his 
own life-time he appears to have maintained. the 
Maurya power throughout the ~orth-West no less 
efficiently, though perhaps less harshly, than did his 
grandfather Chandragupta. To him, no doubt, was 
subsequently due much of the strength which Buddhism 
gained in this part of India.1 . 

Soon after A§oka's death, which occurred. about R\crRlAlf 

the year 231 B.C., the empire of Magadha began to GREEKS. 

break up, and Taxila, along with other outlying pro-
. vinces, was able once again to assert her independence. 

only to faU an easy prey to fresh Greek invaders from 
llactria, whom the decline of the Maurya power invited 
eastward. These invaders were the descendantS of 

I The hasty conclusion of this peace. by whieh Selcuens 
Nicawr received only 500 elephants in exchange for 80 vast a tract 
of country was probably due no less to the danger with which he 
was threatened by Antigonus in the West. than to the unexpectedly 
strong opposition of Chan<lmgupta, though Seleucus must have 
recognised the impracticability of ever effectively holdin~he dis
puted provinoos. 

I There is a tradition recorded by lL;ii~n Tsang to the effect that; 
Khotan was first C>llonized by exil()8 from Taxih, banished by ASob 
after the blinding of his 8On. KuniJa. See pp. 60-Gl infra, and 
Stein. Aru:ienI Klul4n, I. pp. 156 sqq. 
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the Greek eolonies which .Alexander the Great .had 
planted in Bactria and which, unlike the colonies of 
the Panjab, had taken firm root and flourished. Thus, 
although the Macedonian's conquest of the Panjab 
made no permanent impreBBion upon India, his conquest 
of the neighb~uring countries was indirectly responsi
ble for the subsequent establishment of Greek culture 
and Greek art in the north-~est. The first of <ne 
Bactrian invaders to reach Taxila was Demetrius, 
son-in-law of Antiochus the Great (c. 190 B.O.), who 
carried his arms successfully through the Kabul valley, 
the Panjab and Sind. Twenty years later came 
Eucratides, who wrested first Bactria and then part 
of his Indian possessions, including TanIa, . from 
Demetrius. From these two conquerors there sprang 
two rival lines of princes, who continued in India the 
feud which. had been started in Bactria, l encroaching 
from time to time upon each other's territories. Among 
the Greek kings who ruled over Taxila, Apollodotus 
and Menander apparently belonged to the house of 
Demetrius, Antialcidas to that of Eucratides.8 

Of the many other Greek rulers in the Panjab and 
North-West our knowledge at present is too meagre to 
determine which of them ruled at Taxila, and what 
connenon, if any, they had with the one or the other 
of these two houses. - . 

JYTBIANS AND The rule of the GrEleks at TanIa had endured for 
&RTHUNS. little ll1\)re than a century, w:ken it .was swept away 

1 0/. Rapson, Ancient India, p. 128. 
• Op. cit., po 133. Other authorities take Apollodotus to be .. 

Bon of Eucratides. Cunningham, Numismatic Okron., 1869, pp. 
241·3. 
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by invading hosts·of barbarians from the west. These 
barbarians were the Scythians or Sakas, as they were 
known in India, who had long been settled in the 
Parthi~n Province of Seistan, and had there mingled 
and interIrJruied freely with the Parth1~ elements in 
the population. From Seistan they overran Arachosia 
~d the .neighbouring. countries, and thence passed 
across the. Indus to the conquest of the Panjab. In 
Arachosia one section of these invaders remained 
and established its supremacy under the leadership of a 
Parthian named Vonones ; while another section, under 
the Saka chief Maues, pressed eastward and conquered 
the kingdom of Taxila. Maues appears to have ri&en 
to power in Arachosia about 95 B.C.. and to have . 
reached Taxila some ten or fifteen years later. He was 
succeeded in or about 58 B.C. by Azes I, who had been 
intimately associated with the family of Vonones in the 
Government of Arachosia, and was, in fact, perhaps as 
much a Parthian as a Saka. Though little is known 
of Azes I, there can be no doubt that his reign was a 
long and prosperous one. and it is probable that he 
was responsible for extending and consolidating the 
Saka power throughout North-West India as far as 
the banks of the Jumnlt. In the administration of his 
dominions he adopted the old P~sian system of govern
ment by Satraps, which had long been established in 
the Panjab, and this same system was continued by 
his successors, Azilises lnd Azes 111 whose local satraps 
at Taxila and Mathura1 were also of the Saka race 
and connected with one another ,by close family ties. 

1 Liaka.K.!Ulaka, Pitika, Rijiivula, and Soc}.asa. 
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On the death of Azes II, the kingdoms of Taxila. 
and Arachosia were united under one rule by the 
Parthian GoM.o.pharnes, the _ fame of who.se power 
spread to. the Western world, and who. figured in early 
Christia,n writi'ngs ;as the- prince to wkQse CDurt 
St. ThDmas the ApDstle was sent. This unio.n _ Df the: 
two kingdDms tODk place ab011t the third decade;jr 
o.ur era and may be presumed to. have been a peaceful 
one. After its· achievement GDndo.pharnes pro.ceed,ed 
to annex the Kabul valley, DverthrDwing the Greek 
principality in that region and driving _ o.ut the last 
prince Hermaeus. But there cDuld l1aye _been little 
co.hesiDn in· this empire of' Go.ndDpharnes; fDr no. 
SDo.ner bad his perso.nal autho.rity been remDved than 
the satraps of the various Yro.vinces asserted ,their 
own sDvereignty.Abdagases. -the nephew of Go.ndD
pharnes, tDDk the Western Panjab; Orthagnes, and 
after him PakDres, Aracho.sia and Sind; and other 
parts of his dominiDns fell to other princelings, among 
whDm were Sasan, Sapedanes, and Satavastra,· whose 
coins I have discDvered fDr the first time at Taxila. 

APOLLDNIUS It was during th.e :IndD-Parthian supremacy; pro
OF TYAN.L bablY'in the year 44 A.D:, that ApollDnius of Tyans. 

is reputed to have visited Taxila. AccDrding to 
his biDgrapher Philostratus, the king then reigning 
at -Taxila was named Phraotes, who. was independent 
of Vardanes, the Parthian king of Bl!obylon, and him
self powerful eno.u~h to exercftle· suzerain pDwei Dver 
the satrapy of Ga~dhara.l Approaching Taxila from 

'I It is worthy of remark that Phraotes found it necessary to 
pay subsidies to the wilder tribes on his frontier in order to keep 
them .quiet. 
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the north-west, Apollonius halted at a temple in front 
of the wall, which he describes in some detail,and 
which, as we shall presently see, may possibly be 
~identical with the temple.at Ja~<:IWl. The city itself, 
viz., the city- of Sirkap, was, he says, about the same 
size as Nllfeveh and fortified like the <!ities of Greece 
on ~ symmetrical plan.1 The streets were narrow 
·~d irregular like the atreets of Athens, and the houses 
had the appearance of being one-storied, but had in 
reality basement rooms underground. Inside the city 
was a temple of the Sun and a royal palace; the latter 
of which was distinguished by its simplicity and lack 
of ostentation, very different from the splendour which 
Philostratus had seen at the court of Babylon. . 

The credibility of the story of Apollonius as re
lated by PhilostratiIs has been ;reasonably questioned 
by modern critics, and there is no doubt that there 
is much fiction in it mingled with the truth. On the 
other hand, there is little in the account of Taxila 
which is not borne out by what we _know of the history 
of those times, while some details :find reniarkabJy 
strong corroboration in my own .discoveries. It is 
a reasonable inference, therefore, that Apollonius did 
in fact journey as far as Taxila, and that Philostratus 
had access to the notes of his companion Damis. Thes~ 
notes were probably correct so far as his own, personal 
observations went, but coloured by hearsay stories 
related to him ; and i~is likely that other .. travellers' 

• The words TSTSIX:ITOa, as £UI£fA-ETpW) are translated 
by Conybea.re .. fairly well fonified," but this can hardly be tho 
meaning hero 
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tales" were culled by 'Apollonius from earlier Greek 
writers, in order to enliven his narrative. 

To revert, however, to the history of Taxila. The 
opportunity 'Of recovering his lost kingdom which the' 
dismembermen't 'Of the Indo-Parthian EmRire offered 
to Hermreus ~as not lost upon him. .After heing 
driven from Kabul, he appears to have formed an 
alliance With Kujiila Kadphis~, the powerful chfrt 
~of the Kushans, and With ,his help to have won back 
Kabul, and afterwards to have combined With him 
in the conquest of- Gandhara and Taxila.1 ,These 
Kushans were a tribe of the people called by the 
Chinese historians Yiieh-chih,2 who emanated origin
ally from the extreme north-west of China. From 
China they were driven westward about 170 B.C., 
and pr~ceeded to 'Occupy, first, Bactria and the 
region of the Oxus valley; then the Kabul valley; 

_ and, finally, the plains of Northern India. The chrono
logy of this period is very uncertain, but--it Beems 
probable that it was about 50 or 60 A.D. that Kujiila 
Kadphises and Hermreus wrested'the Kabul valley 
and Taxila from the Parthians, and a few years later 
that Kujiila was succeeded by Wima Kadphises, who 
consolidated and enlarged the empir~ which his pre
decessor had won. To -about this period, belong the 
coins of the nameless ruler commonly known as Soter 
Megas, who may have been a successor of Wima 
Kadphises.8 Then followed, in. the second century 

1 See }>. 9 ante, footnote 1. -
I The Yiieh-chih are commonly known as the Kush8.ns, because 

, it was to the partioular Kushan tribe that their kings belonged. 
, • Ther& seems to me to have been 'a break between the reigns 
of Kadphi&>.s nand Kanishka. 
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of our era, the great and powerful Kanishka, the most 
famous of all the Kushans, and after him Huvishka 
and Vasudeva. Kanishka made his ~ter capital at 
Purushapura, the modern Peshawar, and extended his 
conquests o¥et a Wide area, from Central Asia to the 
borders of Bengal, and it is' probable that this empire 
~s maintained intact by his immediate successors. 
The death of Vasudeva- probably occurred in the first 
half of the third century A.D., and . from this time 
forward the' Kushan power gradually declined, l though 
it survived in the Panjab until the invasion of the 
White Huns or Ephthalites in the 5th century of 
our era. , 

In the year 400 A.D. the Chinese pilgrim Fa Hien 
visited the Buddhist monuments at Taxila, but un
fortunately has left us no particulars about them. 
From his accounts of other places in that part of India 
however, it is evident that at the time. of his pilgrimage 
the great Buddhist sanctuaries of the North-West 
were still relatively vigorous and flourishing; and it 
i~ no less evident from the condition in which they have 
been unearthed, that the monuments of Taxila were 
wantonly and ruthlessly devastated in the course of 
the same century. This work of destruction is almost DESTRUCTION BY 

certainly to be attributed to the hordes of barbarian THE ~VHITE HUN~ 
White Huns, who after the year 455 A.D. swept down 
into India in ever increasing numbers, carrying sword 
and fire wherever the, went, and not only possessed 
themselves of the kingdom of the Kushans, but 

1 The decline of the Kushan power may have been hastened 
by an unrecorded Sasanian invasion, Many Sasanian coins have 
been unearthed a~Taxila. . 
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eventually overthrew the great Empire of the 
Guptas. 

:'ltSAN TSA.NG. From this calamity Taxila never again recovered. 
and when Hslian Tsang visited it in the seventh 
Clel1tury. he ~und it had become \ a de~endency of 
Kashnrir, that the local -chiefs were at feud with one 
another, and that most of the monasteries were ruineci 
and desolate.1 _ -

ODUN Of the exploration o~ the remains at Taxila up to 
tl'LOBATIONS. the time when the writer started his operations, there 

is little to chronicle. Like most ancient sites in this 
part of India, it was long subjected to the depredations 
of amateur archreologists or treasure-seekers. Among 
the former were Major Pearse, Major Cracroft, Depufly 
Commissioner of Rawalpindi, and Mr. Dehnerick. 
Of the latter one of the worst offenders was a bhisti 
of the village of Shah 1)heri named Nur, who in the 
fifties and sixties of last -century seems to have made 
~s living by opening small stiipas in the neighbourhood 
and disposing of their contents to Government officials 
or antiquity dealers. He ·it was who discovered an 
inscribed gold plate in one of the stiipas near J a1J.9-lal 
and despoiled IDany other structures of their relics. 
It was not, however, until 1863, when Gen. Cunningham 
turned his attention to the site, that its identity with 
the ancient Taxila was established. This identity, 
which Gen. Cunningham had first surmised on the 
strength of the topographical indications afforded by 
ancient writers, was confi.tmed by the discovery on 
the part of some villagers of a stone vase in .one of 

1 As rega.rds the monuments desoribed by Haiia,n Tsang see 
p.59 below. 



the stiipas1 near Shahpur, the inscription on which 
J:ecords that the stiipa in question had been erected 
at Taxila. Gen. Cunningham's own explorations, 
~which were carried. out in the cold seasons of 1863-64 
and 1872-73,. were limited to mere superjcial trenches 
and pits near the north-east corner of the city of Sirkap, 
an~ in some of the' isolated mounds on Hathial, at ' 
Ja:Q.<paJ, Mohrii. Maliarai\, and Seri-ki-Pi:Q.g. The only 
discoveries of any consequence made by him were 
two temples of inconsiderable size near the village 
of Mohrii. Maliarafi, B one of which was remarkable 
for the' Ionic columns with which it was adorned. 
The results of these operations are embodied in Gen. 
Cunningham's reports for the years 1863-64 and 1872-
73. Since the latter date further spoliation among 
these historic remains has been effected by neigh
bouring villagers, and numerous' antiquities from here 
have found their way into the hands of the dealers 
of Rawalpjndi. In' no case has there been any system 
or purpose other than that of treasure-seeking in these 
haphazard excavations, nor has any record of them 
been preaerved. _ ' 

Of the excavations which the writer has conducted 
at Taxila during the last four winter ,seasons, a full 
and illustrated record is published in his Annual 
Reports. 3 

1 No. 13 of Gen. Cunnmgham's plan in O. S .. R., Vol. II, PI: 
LXIII. . 

I A. S. R., VoL V, pp. 68-73 and plates XVU-XIX. 
a AnnuaZ Reports oj the Director General oj ArcAreology, 1912-13; 

Pt. I., pp.8-17, Pt. II., pp. 1-52; 1913-14, Pt. I., pp_ 11-17 ; 1914-15, 
Pt. I., pp. 13-16, Pt. II., pp;I-41; 1915-16, Pt. I., pp. 3,4, 10-12, 
Pt. II, pp. 1-38. 
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Chronology 01 important events connected with Tazila. 

. B.o. 558·529 

563·2 

527 • 
or 467 

521·485 

485·465 
483 • 
326 • 

323 • 

321 

317 • 

312 • 

305·303 • 

300 Cir. 

cyrUs or Kurush, founder of· the Achae
menid Empire of Persia.· 

• Birth of Siddhartha or Gautama. l1ikyamunl. 
• the Buddha. _ 

• Death of l\!ahivira Vardhamina Jnitapu. 
tra, founder of the J aina religion. 

• Darius Hystas'l>es (Dirayavush Vish~i:pa) 
king of Persia. 

!raxila 'and the north· west of India annexed 
to the Persian Empire. 

Bkylax of Karyanda explores the lower 
oourse of the Indus (between 515 and 50~). 

Xerxes (Khshayirshi), king of Persia. 
Death (Maluiparinirvii1}a) of the Buddha. 

• Alexander the Great receives submission 
of Ambhi, king of TaxiIa, and after
wards defeats Porus at the Hydaspcs 
( Vitastci.Jihlam). 

Death of Alexander at Babylon __ , 

Second partition of Macedonian Empire 
at Triparadeiso!ilo Seleucus Nicitor ob
tains Babylon, Syria, and Persia; 
Ambhi is confir~ed in possession of the 
Hydaspes oountry ; Porus in that of the 
lower Indus. 

Eudemus withdraws from the.Indus valley, 
and Chandragupta makes himself master 
of the Panjab, and founds the Maurya 
dynasty. 

(Oct. "1st) Establishment of the Seleucidan 
era.. 

• SeleucuB invades India and is repulsed by 
Chandragupta. 

• Megasthenes, ambassador of Seleucus, at 
the court of Chandra~ta.. 
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298 • o· • Accession of Bindusiira Maurya. During 
his reign his son Asoka is Viceroy at 
Taxila.. Deimachus, ambassador of Seleu

° cus, at pataliputra. 

273 • 
250 Cir. 

232 • .,. 
190 Cir. 
170-175 

140 Cir. 

139 Cir. 

85-80 
58 • 

17. 

• Accession of the Emperor Aeoka. 
• • • Bactria and Parthia assert their independ

ence. 
Death of Aeoka ; break-up of Maurya Empire 

begims . 
Demetrius of Bactria conquers the Panjab. 
Eucratides wrests power from Demetrius, 

first in Bactria, then in the Panjab. 
Foundation of the city of Sirkap. 

Antialcidas, king of Taxila. Heliodorus sent 
as ambassador to king of VidiBi in Central ° 

India. 

Mithridates of Parthia overthrows kingdom 
of Bactria. 

• Maues, the Scythian king, conquers Taxila. 
Beginning of Vikrama era. About this 

date Azes I succeeds Maues. 
Liaka Kusulaka Satrap~ 

15 Cir. Accession of Azilises. 
B.C. 10-A.D. 10. Patika and Rajiivula. Satraps. 
B.C. 5 Cir. 

A.D. 20·30 

35 Cir. 

40 Cir. 

44. 

• Accession of Azes II. 

Kingdoms of Arachosia and Taxila united 
under one rule by Parthian Gondo. 
pharnes. 

Conquest of Kabul valley from Hermmus 
by qondopharnes. 

• Visit of St. Thomas the Apostle to the court 
of Gondopharnes. 

• Visit of Apollonius of Tyina. Phraotea 
rulin~ at Taxila.. . 
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50-60 

60 Cir. 

75-80 Cir .• 

100 
125 

146 
170 

187 
225 

226 

319 

400 • 

430 • 

" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 

450-500 

510 Cir. 

520 • 
629-645 
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Death of Gondopharnes and division of 
empire among various Parthian princes, 
including Abdagases, Orthagnes, Pakores, 
Sasan, Sapedanes, etc. 

Hermffius and KujUla Kadphises reconquer, 
Kabul valley and afterwards annex 
Gandhara and Taxila. • 

Accession of Wima Kadphises, the Kushan 
king. 

, Soter Megas.' 
Accession of Kanishka Kushan. Founda· 

tion of the city of Sirsukh. 
Arrian, author of the Indika, flourished. 
Accession of Huvishka. 
Accession of Vasudeva. 
Death of Vasudeva and break-up of Kushan 

power. 
Ardashir-i-Babegan founded the Sasanian 

dynasty of Persia. 
Chandragupta I, founder of the Imperial 

Gupta dynasty, crowned. Gupta era 
begins. 

Fa Hien, the Chinese pilgrim, visits Taxila. 
Kidara Shahi establishes the kingdom of 

the Little Kushans. 
Invasions of Ephthalites or White Huns 

and expulsion of Little Kushans from 
Gandhara. 

Death of ToramanC1 and accession of 
Mihiragula. . 

Sung Yiin, the Chinese pilgrim; in Gandhara. 
Hsiian Tsang, ,"he Chinese pilgrim, visits 

India. 



CHAPTER III 

We have seen in the foregoing chapter that between 
the fifth century B.C. and the fifth century A.D. Taxila 
was under the dominion, successively, of seven different 
nations, namelv: the Persians, the Macedonians, the 
Mauryas, the Bactrian Greeks, the Scythians (Sakas), 
the Parthians and the Kushans; and it may be taken 
for granted that, with the exception of the Macedonians 
whose conquest was merely transitory, each of these 
nations in turn left some impress upon the arts and 
culture of the country. Of artistic monuments ACHlEMENIAN. 

however, belonging to the Persian epoch none have 
yet been found either at Taxila or elsewhere in India, 
and, indeed, the only relic of any kind in which direct 
Achremenian influence is discernible, is the Aramaic 
inscription mentioned on p. 75. True, there are 
strong Persian elements observable ill the sculptures 
of a later epoch, particularly in those of the Gandhara 
school, and it has gene~ally been assumed that these 
elements found their way into Indian art at the time 

1 For a fuller account of the evolution of early Indian art, Bee 
the writer's chapters in the forthcoming Cambridge History of 
India, Borne paragraphs from which are here repeated, 

2:~ 
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when the Persian Empire extended over the "north. 
west, the Greek elements following later. There is 
no real evidence, however, to support this assumption . 
. A more reasonable view is that the fusion of Iranial 
with Hellenistic ideas took place in Bactria and the 
neighbouring countries after their cdionisation by 
Alexander the Great, and that the hybrid art therp 
evolved was introduced intOo India either as a result 
of the peaceful intercourse between the Maurya Empire 

_and Western Asia, or as" a ~esult of the subsequent 
invasions of the Bactrian Greeks, Scythians, Parthians. 
and Kushans, all of whom must have been imbued 
to a greater or less degree with Grmco-Persian culture. 

MAURYA. Whatever the truth may be regarding an- earlier 
stratum of Achremenian art in the N orth-West, the 
history of Indian art at present opens for -us in the 
Maurya age, when indigenous art had not yet emerged 
from the primitive stage,and when the Emperor AAoka 
was employing artists from Bactria or its neighbour
hood for the erection- of his famous memorials. The 
rudimentary character of Indian art at this period is 
well exemplified by the current indigenous coins 
(PI. II) known commonly as' punch-marked,' which 
are singularly crude and ugly. neither their form, 
. which is unsymmetrical,· nor the symbols which are 
stamped _ alniost indiscriminately upon" their surface, 
having any pretensions to artistic merit. On the other 
hand, the coins of Sophytes (SaubhUti), who was 
reigning in th~ Salt Range :t the close of the 4th 
century B.C., are purely Greek in style (PI. Ill. having 
seemingly been copied from an issue of Seleucus 
Nicator, with whom Sophytes prob,ably came into 
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contact when the former invaded the Panjab. 
This striking contrast between indigenous and foreign 
workmanship is ~o less apparent in ,the plastic art 
of the period. Thus, side by side with the masterly 
figures, both, in the round and ip reliep, with which 
sQme of .the columns of Asoka are crowned and which, 
are manifestly the products of the highly mature Perso
Greek School, there are "images, such as the one from' 
Parkham in the Mathura. Museum, which are still in 
the unifacial and frontal stage and exhibit all the 
other defects of rudimentary technique. Indeed, so 
far as is known at present, it was only in the jewellers' 
and lapidaries' arts that the Maurya craftsman attained 
any real proficiency, and in this domain his aptitude 
lay, not in the plastic treatment of form, but in the 
highly technical skill with which he cut and polished 
refractory stones or applied delicate filigree or granular 
designs to metal objects. The refined quafity of his 
gold and silver work is well illustrated in the two, pieces 
reproduced in PI. XVI, 13 and 14, which were dis
covered in the Bhirmound in company with a gold coin 
of Diodotus, a. large number oflocal punch-marked coin.'I 
and a quantity. of other jewellery a.nd precious stones. 
Apart from, this jewellery, almost every object hitherto 
recovered from· the Maurya stratum at Taxila is of 
'rough, primitive workmanship, and the same is true of 
the majority of contemporary objects from other sites. 

Of the Greek kings Qf the Panjab, our knowledge GREEK, SCYTHIO 

is, as we saw in the last chapter, very lirillted, and is AND PARTHIAN. 

in fact mainly derived from their coins, which are found 
in large numbers throughout the Panjab and North-
West Frontier. From these coins we· have recovered , . 
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the nam(l3 of some 40' kings, but of the majority 
little more is known than their actual names. The only . 
record, on stone, of. these Greek kings is one which 
was found a thousand miles away from Taxila in the( 
ancient ~ity( of Vidisa in Central Inqia. This in
scription is carved on a pillar, and states that the pillar 
was set up by a Greek named Heliodorus, the son of 
Dion, who came as ambassador to Vidisa· from Antial
cidas, the Greek king of Taxila. Incidentally, this 
inscription shows us how the Greeks were then 

, embracing the religions of the country of their adoption. 
With their very elastic pantheon they readily identified 
Indian gods with. their own deities; and, just as in 
Italy they identified Minerva with Athena or Bacchus 
with Dionysus, so in India they identified the Sun-god 
SUrya with Apollo or Kiima, the god of Love, with 
their own Eros; ~nd they'had no hesitation, therefore, 
in paying .their devotions to Siva or to Parvati, to 
VishI).u or to Lakshmi. 

The North-West of India~ which the Greeks occupied, 
has been- swept by invasion after invasion of hosts 
from Central- Asia, alld there are relatively few monu
ments of ancient days that have escaped destruction .. 
Those, however, which have survived, as well. as the 
monuments and antiquities that have recently been 
recovered from the-soil at Taxil~ and other places, 
all consistently bear witness to the stronghold which 
Hellenistic art took upon tllis part of India. This 
hold was so strong, that long after the Greek kingdoms 
I)f the Panjab had passed away, even a~er the Scythians 
and Parthians, who overthrew the Greeks, had them
~eJves be~n supplanted b;V. the :irWlbansr Greek ar~ 
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still remained paramount in the North-West, and 
continued to exercise considerable influence until 
the fifth century of our era, although it was growing 
more and more decadent year by year. 

- This perristence and this slow decad~nce of Greek 
ideas is bes(illustrated by the coins, the stylistic history 
of which is singularly ll\cid and coherent (PIs. II-and 
III). In the earliest examples every feature is 
Hellenistic. The standard weight of the coins is the 
standard established by Athens; the legends are in 
Greek; the types are taken from Greek mythology, and 
are moreover designed with. a grace and beauty remini
scent of the schools of Praxitelesand Lysippus; and 
their portraiture is characterised by a refined-realism 
which, while it is unmistakably Greek, demonstrates
a remarkable originality on the part of the engravers 
in India. Later on, wh:-n the Greek power in India 
became consolidated, the old Attic Jltandard g~ve 
place to one, possibly based on Persian coinage, which 
was more suited to the needs of local commerce; 
bilingual legends (on the one side in Greek, on the 
other in Kharoshthi) were substituted- for the Greek; 
and little by little the other Greek qualities gradually 
faded, Indian elements being introduced among the 
types and the portraits losing their freshness and 
animation. And so the process of degeneration COD

tinued, relatively slowly among the Eurasian Greeks, 
more rapidly when "the-Greeks were supplanted by the 
Scythians and Parthians. The testimony of these coins 
is especially valuable in.this respect: it proves that the 
engravers who produced them were no mere slavish 
copyists of wel)f;ern ~odels, but were giving free and 

. 02 -
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spontaneous expression to their own ideas; and it 
proves further that, though Greek art. underwent an 
inevitable trwformatioD on Indian soil, and· as a 
result of political ·chaDges, nevertheless its influence 
was long an~ well sustained. e 

The same is the case also with the engrayed gems, 
which are found in large numb~ throughout the Panjab 
and North-West Frontier and which exhibit precisely 
the same stylistic development as the coins. .Nor do~s 
this numismatic and glyptic evidence stand alone. It 
is endorsed also by the other antiquities of this age 
which have come down to us, though in their case with 
this notable difIerence---a difference for which political 
considerations Ieadily account-that; whereas the coins 
of the Indo-Parthians evince a close dependence on 
Parthian prototypes, warranting the presUmption that 
the kings ·who issued them'were of Parthian stock, the 
contemporary architecture and other antiquities show 
relatively little evidence of the semi-barbarous 
influence from-that region. Of the buildings of the 
Eurasian. Greeks themselves no remains have yet been 
brought to light save the plain and unembellished 
dwelling houses of TaXila, but the mon.uments erected 
on this site during the Scytho-Parthian supremacy 
leave no room for doubt that architecture, of the 
clslIsical style had long been fashionable in this quarter 
of India; for~ though by that time the decorative 
features were beginning to be InTlianised, the Hellenistic 
. elements in them were still in complete preponderance 
over the OJ;ieIl.tal. Thus,the ornamentation of the 
stiipas of this period was primarily based on the" Corin
thian ". order, mo~ed by the addition of Indian motifs, 
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while the only temples that have yet been "uneartlied 
are characterised by the presence of Ionic columns 
and classical mouldings. In the example of the former 
class of structures illustrated in PI. XII the Indian ele
ments in th~ design are more than usuall~ conspicuous, 
but even in this stiipa, which belongs to the reign of 
Azes and probably to ~he J aina faith, they are -res
t~icted to the small brackets over the Corinthian 
capitals and to the subsidiary tora1Jas l and arched 
niches which relieve the interspaces between the 
pilasters. " 

As with the architectural, so with'the plastic and 
other arts; they, one and all, derived their inspiration 
from the Hellenistic School and in the very slowness 
of their decline, bear testimony to the remarkable " 
persistency of jts teachings;. Of earlier and purer 
workmanship a good illustration is afforded by the" 
ivory pendant adorned with two bearded heads from 
Sirkap (PI. XVI, 10) and by the vine-wreathed head of 
Dionysus in silver repo~se from the same spot (PI. I). 
The god is garlanded with the usual vine, has. the 
Satyr's ears, and cames in his hands atypical double
handled cantharus~ The style of. this head is bold 
and broad, and characteristic of the best period of' 
Hellenistic art. To a little later datEr-probably the 
first century B.C.-belongs the beautiful little statuette 
of bronze figured in PI.. XV. It is the figure of 
Harpocrates, the Egyptian child I god of silence, and 

1 The finest and indeed the only complete examples of ancient 
India.n toratlaB (gateways) are those at Sii.iichi in Bhopa.l Sta.te. 
The Indian tora~ is the prototype of the Chinese .. pailu" a.nd 
the Japa.nese .. torii.'\ No doubt it was introduced into those 
countries with the 8p1'ead of Buddhism to the East. 
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-rt is in token of sil~nl?6that he holds his finger to his 

lips. There is a charming siinplicity and naivete about 
the treatment of this child, which is unmistakably 
Greek. Later on (that is to say, about the beginning 
of the Christ~an era) we .find Indian idee.s beginning 
to coalesce with the Greek and art beComing somewhat 
more hybrid. Witness, for e~ample, the well known 

_ gold ~ask~tfrom Bimaran1 in Afghanistan. -in which 
the figures of the Buddha ·and his devotees (the chief 
and central figures) ire in inspiration clearly Hellenic. 
but the arch~ under which they 'stand are no less 
clearly Indian; while beneath the base of the casket. 
is the sacred Indian lotus,.full blown. 

Under the supremacy of the -Kushans a vast number 
of Buddhist monastenes and stiipas sprang into exist
ence, and a. new lease of life was given to the old Greek 

. School. No doubt, during their lon~ sojourn in Bactria 
and the Oxus Valley the Kushans had absorbed much 
of the Oriental Greek spirit, and it was probably due 
to this ~hat their arrival in India was :the signal for a 
fresh outburst of. artistic activity. The chief centre 
of this activity was the valley of Peshawar, where 
Kanishka established his winter capital. This tract of 

GANDHAB,u. country-was then called Gandhara, and it is for this 
reason that the schoo~ of art which flourished here 
during the Kushan epoch is known as the Gandhara 
School. Large collections 01 the sculptures which this 
school produced have been' m~de o~ the frontier. and 

, .-
I cl. Aria1UJ A ntiqua, p. 53, Pl. III; Foucher,' L' Al'l gt'600. 

bouddhique au Gandha1'a,'p, 51, fig. 7; Birdwood, IlIaual1'ial ArtB 01 
India, Pl. I; Vincent Smith, Hi.8to1'g 0/ jiM Art i1lIndia and Ceylon, 
p. 356 and Pl LXXIV, fig. B. ~ 
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may be Been in the museums at" Peshawar, Lahore 
and Calcutta; numerous specimens, too, have been 
found at Taxila itself, of which some illustrations are 

I given on PI. VIII.1 Unhappily, among the many 
thousands ot sculptures of this school whkh we possess, 
there is not one which bears a date in any known era, 
nor do considerations of style enable us to deternune 
their chronological sequence with any approach to 
accuracy. Nevertheless, it may be taken as a general 
maxim that the earlier they are: the more nearly they 
approximate in style to Hellenistic work, and it may 
also be safely asserted that a numoer of them, dis
tinguished by their less stereotyped or less _ rococo 
character, are anterior to the reign of Kanishka. _ 

The sculptures of this school were executed in 
stone/a'stucco, and terracotta and appear to have 
been invariably embellished with gold leaf or p~int. 
Stene being the more durable, it happens that most 
of the specimens preserved at Peshawar, La.hore, and 
in other museums are in that material; but at Taxila 
we have been fortunate in recovering, besides stone 
images, a vast number of well-preserved stucco ones 
and a few also -in terracotta. 

In many features, both of style and execution, 
these sculptures recall to mind Roman work of the 
Bame period, and this resemblance has ted some writers 
to suppose that Roman art and Roman culture exten.ded 
their influence as far. as Northern India. This ex-

1 OJ. also pp. 55, 56 below. . 
• The stone used for mest of these sculptures is a. peculiar variety 

of grey schist stone, which is believed to come from the neighbour. 
bood of the Swat Valley, though its provenanoe has never been 
definitely settled. 
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planation, however, is based on a fundamental error 
as to the genesis of Roman Imperial ,art and the re]a
tion in which it stood to the Hellenistic art of Western 
Asia. Ever since the time of the Seleucids it was 
Western Asia that had been the real centre of artistic 
effort in the ancient world. Western As~a was the 
crucible in which the arts of Greece and of Ionia, of 
Persia and of Mesopotamia, wele fused together; and it 
was from Western Asia that the streams of art flowed 
westward over the Roman Empire and eastward over 
Parthia, Turkestan and India. It is a mistake to 
suppose that Roman ide~s affected to any great extent 
the plas~ic arts of Greece or Asia." The converse was, 
the case, and the art of Rome, therefore, stood in 
much the same relation as the art of Gandhara did to 
Hellenistic art. In other words, Gandhara art was 
the sister (or more correctly, perhaps the cousin), not 

. the daughter, of Roman art, both schools tracing 
~ their parentage to the same common stock; and it 
is not surprising, therefore, to find that the arts of Rome 
and 01 Gandhara are distinguished by the same family 
likenesses. 

IFLUENCE oJ' The· question. of the rale' played by classical art 
ltEEB: ART IN in India has been a much disputed one in the past, 
!DU., Bome authorities maintaining that it was almost a 

negligible' factor, others that it underlay the w!ole 
fabric of Indian art. The truth, as so -often happens, 
lies between the. two extrem~. In Hindustan and 
in~ Central India it played an important part in pro
moting the development of the 'Early National School, 
both by clearing its path of technical difficulties and 
strengthening its growth with new and invigorating 

. . 
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ideas. In the north-west region and immediately 
beyond its frontiers, on th~ other hand, it IQng main
tained a complete supremacy, obscuring the indk 
genous traditions and itsiM producing works of no' 
mean merit, which add appreciably to our"understanding 
of the Helle~tic genius. Here, too, as Indian influence· 
waxed stronger, it eventually culminated in the School 
of Gandhara, which lef1J an indelible mark on Buddhist 
art throughout the Orient. Nevertheless, in -spite 
of its wide diffusion, Hellenistic art never took· the 
real hold upon India that it took, for example, upon 
Italy or Western Asia, for the reason that the tempera
ments of the two peoples were radically dissimilar. 
T& the Greek, man, man's beauty, man's intellect 
were everything, and it waS the apotheosis of this 
beauty and this intellect which still remained the key
note of Hellenistic art even in the Orient. But these 
ideals awakened no response in the Indian mind. 

'The vision of the Indian was bounded by the immortal 
rather than the mortal, by the infinite rather· than the 
finite. Where Greek thought was ethical, his 'Was 
spiritual; where Greek was rational, his was emotional. 
And to these higher aspirations, these more spiritual 
instincts, he sought, at a later date, to give articulate 
expression by translating them into terms of form and 
colour. But that was not until the more spacious 
times of the Guptas, when a closer contact had been 
established between .t~oright and art, and new impulses 
imparted to each. ;Prior to the medireval epoch the 
Indian had not conceived the bold and, as some think, 
chimerical idea of thus incarnating spirit in matter. 
Art to him w!-B a thing apart-a sensuous, concrete 
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expression of the beautiful, which "appealed intimately 
to bis subconscious resthetic sense, but in which neither 
intellectuality nor mysticism had any share. For 
the rest, he found in the formative arts 's. valuable 
medium in which to narrate, in simpl~ apd universal 
Janguage, the legends and history of his faith; and 
this was mainly why, for th_e sake of its lucidity and 
dramatic power, he welcomed 4nd absorbed the lessons 
of Hellenistic' art, not because he sympathised with 
its ideals or saw in it the means of giving utterance 
to his-own. 



CHAPTER IV 

In the description which follows of. the remains of 
Taxila2 I shall start .. with the Dharmarajikii. Stiipa, 

1 Primarily stiipas were, no doubt, funeral mounds or tumuU; 
but among the Buddhist!! tMy were erected either to enshrine 
Bome relio of the Buddha or of a Buddhist saint or else to oommemo
rate some specially saored spot. From the outward form of s.
stiipa it is not possible to determine whether it oontains a relio or 
not. The erection of a stiipa. has always been regarded by the 
Buddhists .as a work of merit, which brings its author a step nearer 
to salvation. " Tope" is a corrupt Anglo-Indian word derived 
from thiipa, the Prakrit form of 8tiipa. In Burma a stiipa is com
monly known as a ' pagoda' and in Ceylon as a 'diigaba'-a Singalese 
word derived from' dhiitu '=a 'relio' and' garbha'=recepts.cle or 
shrine. In Nepal it is.,called a chailga, a. word whioh, like stiipa. 
originally meant a heap or tumulus (chitii) but subsequently came 
to mean a sanctuary of any kind. See Fergusson. 1. E. A., pp. 
54-5; O. 1. 1., Vol. III, p. 30, Note I. For the details of the con
struction and dedication.of a stiipa see Mahiiw1'l'ia. 169 sqq; 
Divyiivadiina, p. 244; Cunningham, Bhilsa Tope8, Ch; XIII; H. A. 
Oldfield, Ske/,che8 from Nepal. II, pp. 210-12 ; Foucher, L'Art Greco-
Booddhigue. pp. 94-98. . 

-I To visit all the remains now brought to light at Taxila two 
full days are required. At present the roads are unmetalled, and, 
except in good weather and when they have recently been repaired, 
&re not suitable for motor cars. A 'Bareilly' oart can generally be 
obtained at Sarai-kala, b~ it is advisable to arrange for it in ad. 
vance. In this and other matters the overseer at the Archmological 
bungalow gives whatever assistance he can. .Assuming that a 
visitor has only' five or six hours to spare, a good plan is to drive to 

'. the Dharmarijiki stiipa (Chir Tope), thence walk (a.bout a mile and 
a qu~er) through a defile in the hills to the stiipe. of Kunila, and 
afterwards desce~d into the city of Sirkap. The conveyance call 

35 
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then proceed over the ridge of Hathial to the stiipa 
of Kunala and descend from there into the city or 
Sirkap. From Sirkap I shall conduct the visitor 
over the temple at J~I}.~ial and the rema~ of two 
small stiipas' beyond it to the north .• Thence we 
shall make our way to the city of Sirsukh and the' 
Buddhist monuments at Lalchak and Badalpur; and 
finally we shall visit what are iii some respects the most 
remarkable and the best preserved of ali the monuments 
at Taxila, namely, the Buddhist stiipas and monas
teries at Mohra Moradu and Jauliaii. 

The Dharmarajika stiipa or 'Chir Tope'1 (Pl. IX), 
as it is locally known, from" the cleft driven through 
its centre by former ,explorers, stands on a lofty 
plateau high above the Tamra nala. Prior to the 
spot being occupied by a Buddhist establishment, 
it appears to have been the site of a village. 
To this early stratum of habitation belongs a 
collection of 2~ coins of the Greek king Zoilus, 
which were unearthed below the foundation of the 
building' H. The Great Stiipa,which stansls in the 
centre of the plateau, is much rUined-so much so 
that fifty years ago S~ Alexander Cunningham affirmed 
that, only the core of the structure survived~ The 
recent excavations, however, in the course of which 

meanwhile go round to the northem side of Sirkap and having 
rejoined it the' visitor can drive to the Temple of Jaq,cJiil. and 
thenoe to Mohri Morii.du and Jauliii.it. The antiquities at the 
ArohllBological Bungalow should, when accessible to viBitonr, be 
seen after rather than before the monuments. 

I The unmetalled road that has been made to the Dharmarijikii. 
stopa is a winding one and nearly two miles long. There is a short' 
out across the Tamri nili immediately to the east of the ,Bhir 
lIlound. 
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debris to the depth of some thirty feet has been removed 
from around its base, have revealed considerable 
sections of the old facing in a fair state of preserva

I tion7' and hav~ brought to light a large n~er of other 
interesting sti:Uctures, including stiipas, chapels and 
monastio quarters, which, extending as they do over 
a period of at least four centuries, furnish us with 
important data for the history of local architecture. 
Thanks, also, to the coins and other minor antiquities 
found in association with them, thef help us materi
ally towards the solution of many chronological 
problems connected with this-period of ancient history. 

The main structure, as now exposed, is circular THE MAIN 

in plan with a' raised terrace around its base, which STRUcrURB 

was ascended by four flights of steps, one at each of . 
the cardinal.J?oints. The core of the stiipa is of rough 
rubble masonry strengthened by walls, between 3 
and 5 feet in thickness, radiating from the centre. \ 
These construction walls stop short above the berm 
of the stiipa, instead of being carried down to its founda-
tions, and appear to belong to a subsequent recon-
struction of the fabric, which took place probably during 
the Kushan epoc!).. The outer facing is of ponderous 
limestone blocks with chiselled kaiijiir stone let in 
between them for the mouldings and pilasters, the 
whole having been once finished with a coating of 
lime plaster and paint. _ The ornamental stone carving 
on the face of the stiipa ooove the berm is best preserved 
on the eastern side. Its most distinguishing features 
are the boldness of its mouldings and the design of 
its niches, which are- framed alternately by trefoil 
arches and doorways with sloping jambs, and divided 
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one from the other by Corinthian pilasters. -The same 
type of decoration is also found on smaller stiipas on 
this site belonging to the 3rd, 4th and 5th centuries A.D_' 
Apparently, the original stiipa was built in the timeo 
of the Scyth'b-Parthian rulers, but repair~ and enlarged 
in the Kushan epoch and partly refaced again about 
the 4th century A.D., to which period the decora-
tion above th~ terrace belo6gs. ' 

The raised terrace and the open passage around 
the foot of the stiipa served in ancient days as proces
sion paths (praiJn,ksht'1JD. patha), round which it was 
customary for the faithful to • process,' keeping the 
stiipa always on the right hand. Now-a-days, the 
Buddhists ordinarily process three times round a 
stiipa or other sacred edifice, but in obedience to~vOW8 
they will process 7, i4 or even 108 times. 

The original Hoor of the procession path is composed 
of lime mixed With river sand, and part of it in the north-
. west quadrant is adorned in a curious fashion with shell 
bangles imbedded in the plaster and arranged in various 
geometrical designs, some of the bangles being whole, 
others cut in halves or in quarters.1 Above this Hoor 
was an accumulation of debris about three inches thick 
and over this, again, a second chunam Hoor. In the 
stratum immediately above this latter Hoor were found 
many pieces of glass tiles. Probably, the whole of the 
procession path was at one time paved with these 
glass tiles, and later on, when-the pavement .had fallen ' 
into clisrepair, a number 'of the tiles were removed 

1 For the pro~ti0!1 of this decoration, it has for the time being 
b~" coyered a~&Ul With a layer of e~h: . 
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from here to the chamber Fl, where they were found 
laid in a somewhat careless manner. 1 

Immediately to the left of the steps on the eastern 
side of the stiipa is the lower part of a 'pillar, which 
probably on~ supported a lion capital, litre the pillars 
in Sirkap (p. 75). Such pillars were doubtless 
imitated from the well known pillars of Asoka, which 
were frequently set up beside important Buddhist 
stiipas. 

Of the minor antiquities found in the procession 
passage the only ones of interest were some Gandhira 
sculptures and coins. Of the former a typical 
specimen is a figure of the Bodhisattva' (!Sakya
muni) standing beneath an umbrella canopy iu 
the attitude of protection (libhaya-mudrii), with 
attendant figures. The coins were found in a hoard 
to the number of 355 concealed in a small block of 
kaiijiir stone near the western steps. They comprise 
specimens of Azes IT, Soter Megas, Huvishka, Vasudeva 
and issues of Indo-Sasanian or Kushan~Sasanian type. 

The Great Stiipa described above was, it need SMALL CIRCULAR 

hardly be said, the first of the Buddhist structures STUPAS AROUND 

to be erected on the plateau. At the time when it :::U:xt!B. 
was constructed, the plateau around was levelled 

I A. 8. R. 1912.13, Pt. n, p. 18. 
I Bodhisattva means literally a being whose characteristio 

(saUva=Pili Balta) and aim are enlightenment (bodln). Gautama 
wu a Bodhisattva in his previous existence and also during his 
historical existence up to thc1time when he attained enlightenment. 
and became the Buddha. According to the Northem or Mahiyina 
School of Buddhism, there are besides Gautama innumerable other 
Bodhisattvu, both human and divine, among the best known of 
whom are: Avalokite§vara, l\Ianju§ri, l\Iirichi and Samantabhadra, 
Vajrapil}.i and l\Iaitreya, the lut of whom is the coming and Ill.8$ 
lJuddha of this ag,of the world. 
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up and c8vered with a layer of grey river sand with 
a floor of lime plaster above. On this floor or on the 
debris which accumulated immediately above it there 
was subseqliently built, in a ring around the central 
edifice, a nlID;i.ber of small stiipas, of whi.ch ten have 
been unearthed up to date. In the plan on Pl. IV 
iney are numbered, starting from the west, R4, S8, BO, 
B3, -B'1, BIG, B2o, DIO, DI, :02 and D3. These small 
stiipas were .originally circular in· plan and con
structed of rough rubble cores generally faced with 
square kafijiir blocks, the only existing decoration 
being a simple base moulding. Later on, several· of 
them, e.g., D3, and R4, were enlarged by the addition 
of square bases. In· several of these· stiipas, buried 
at a depth of five or six feet beneath their bases, were 
found relic deposits of which the two following may 
be taken as typical examples. 

In E6 the relic chamber, roughly constructed of 
small stones and covered by a large slab of limestone,l 
contained a casket of steatite and a miniature stiipa. 
of fine grey limestone. Inside the' casket, which is 
4 in. high and well-turned on the lathe, was a smaller 
casket of silvery bronze 11 in. high, in the form of 
a stiipa crowned with umbrellas; and in this miniature 
receptacle were some calcined bones and ashes,' and 
a few gold, agate, pearl and bone beads. The stiipa. 
of grey· limestone is provided with a small cavity 
underneath, in which were ~cked together a large 
assortment of interesting beads and gems of the 
following materials :-ruby, crystal, banded agate, 

1 This stupa. is no longer exposed t(k>view. 
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jacinth, sard, garnet, amethyst, cornelian, aquamarine, 
green jasper,- onyx, mother-of-pearl, 'glass, topaz 
and bone. Some of these beads are in the shape 
of animals or birds, sUch as the lion, ~rtoise, frog 
and goose; bthers are in the form of a crescent or 
triratna1 ; others are barrel shaped, polygonal or amyg
daloid. From the appearance of the little limestone 
stiipa it may be surmised that it formeily belonged 
to an older structure, and that it was transferred ·to 
the one in which I found it when its original resting 
place had fallen into disrepair. Whether the gems 
inside it were of the same date or not, is open to question. 

In the relic chamber of another stiipa (S8) were 
four small earthenware lamps-one in each comer of 
the chamber-four coins of the Scythian kings, Maues 
and Azes I, and a vase of steatite. The vase con
tained a miniature casket of gold together with three 
gold safety pins, and some smaU beads of ruby, garnet, 
amethyst, and crystal; and inside the miniature 
gold casket, again, were some beads of bone and ruby 
with pieces of silver leaf, coral and stone, and along 
with these the bone relic. In February, 1917, these 
relics were presented by the Viceroy, Lord Chelmsford, 
to the Buddhists of Ceylon and were enshrined by 
them in the Temple of the Tooth Relic (Dalada Mali~ 
gawa) at Kandy. 

The next stage of building. around the Great Stiipa CIRCLE OJ' SMALL 

is marked by the erectron of gateways opposite the CllU'EI.'l. 

steps at the four cardinal points, and of a circle of 

1 TnralllG=' Three jewels.' The trident device symboIises 
the trinity of BuddlUsm: the Buddha, the Dharma (Law) and the 
Sangha (Religious oraer). 
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small chapels which are similar in plan, as well in 
"putpo~e; to ·thos~"ht:, J~~lg~!hi.'fnthe.FIontie(prb
'vince, being intended' for the 'ensnmJ.emeii£' of B'Q.d~ist 
images'w~ch 'were set'.up· 'fS:cmg 'the '.Great' '~~l1pa{ 
In Burma; 'it is 'ag~inst'}he-B~a~h~st,,~r~cir1~B',~v~t 
to destroy 'astiipa or any otner work of me nt, and 

'it may' be presUmedtMtthe' sanie' practice obtain~ 
(. among the Buddhists 'of' anciimt India: ': AccordIDgly, 

when: these chapels were', bUilt,' the small ~~iipas ~hen 
fitandilig;' altlioughriluch 'decayed;" 'were . suffered . to 
remain; . the 'g'totmd", between', them ,beingparti~l1y 
filled in 'with"d6bris arld'tlle'w8lls' of ~he new chapels 

'cartiedover their'tops~ I"" .11.,- /,,' .,," 

CONSEOUTIVE i: "The 'earliest of these ~hapels as w~ll. as ~he walls 
TYPES OF flanking' tl\:e' gateways~ IwhiCli . .date)tOIn ,the latter 
MASONRY. naIf of tlie mst' 'centUry' A.D~, a.r~ bu;iHi)n ~ very :dis-

'tilictive'style' oi'knasorlry Itnown dommonly as t, diaper 
pa~tetnea: ': 'At'the" peti'od' 'M' whic'h' they belong 
tliir diaper w~~ cHaracte'rised 'by ,the hae' of relatively 
'I!mall'boulders 'arid' by 'the "neatiless'of the piles of 
imlall stones' 'in:: the interstices 'between 'them. 
Examples of this masonry caI( be seen ,'in the chapels 
numbered Blll; BltI,. D9." : ',' '" ' 
'.. About the elose 9f the mat century A,~D. this small 
diaper 'masonry 'ga-Je plabe'to' a' 'new "type ,hi '~hi~h 
larger 'boulders 'were ',employed. 'This 'is' the~hild 
distinct style ~f 'masonry employed 'on this Bite~ It 
is': found' 'in repair~j"e:x:ecutei:tothe';origmal~hapels 
. ~sl well' as! insevera:l ~c1i.apels iwhl~h'were afterwards' 
'added, and is' 'well; 'exenfplifiea-' hi""the cham.'fiers 
Do and D8. With the lapse of time the b"Q.il~gs 
'in which-~t ..... was:emploYe~' in' t117n..,fell·to ruin;',~h,e 
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.spa.ces . ,between ,became' filled with; fallen debL .. , ~ ....... 
over' this (at- a··height, that' is to say, of several feet 

,above the original floor) were constnlcted yther chapels 
·in, 'still another. kind of masonry. This fourth variety 
~s . characterised by the use of ashlar and diaper 
masonry combined, and appears to have beeu in 
vogue; in, the3rd, '4th And 5th centuries A.D. It is 

',used'Jor the repair' of the upper' parts of the eaHier 
chapels las well ,as in the construction bf new ,ones, 
,e.g., Bf, and B13. I In: the earlier' examples of this semi
ashlar masonry a single course of ashlar is inserted 
between the larger 1;>oulders;in the later examples the 
single course is replaced by two or even' three' courses. 

Thus, we have four clear and distinct . types of 
masonry immediately around, the Main St\ipa (PI. V}: 
first, the rubble and kanju'I' work of the Scytho-Parthian 
period; secondly, the neat small diaper which came 
into fashion in the 1st century A.D .. ; thirdly, the coarse 
and massive diaper of the 2nd cent~y A.D .. ; and 
fourthly, the senii-ashlar, semi-diaper type of the 
Srd and later centuries. These four consecutive types 
are equally well illustrated in other buildings at, the 
Dharmarajika Stiipa' as well, as in Sirkap and other 
places.' . 

• TheantiquitieS, found, in' these chapels came' mainly MINOR ANTIQUlo 

fr h hi h d · f h TIES FROM om t e g est stratum an COUSlst or t· e most CHAPELS ROUND 

part of stucco ,ani! terra~otta figures, of w4ich. typical MAIN STID>A. 

examples are illustrated in.PI. ,VIband c. 

({b)' Terracotta~head, III in. 'high. 'The modelling 
of the feat'Q,res and treatment of, the· hair' is singularly 
reminiscent of lIelIenistic work.. Though, found 'in 

D2 
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a .late stratu~ from Bll, this· head was probably 
executed ·int~e first or second century A.D. (PI. VIb). 

(c) Stucco- head of Bodhisattva, 9 in. high. The. 
hair is dis~sed in strands falling from the usl1ttisha1 

and ending· in curls suggestive of bronze technique~ 
From B12 (PI. VIc). . 

In chapelS3, .in its sOKtb,-west comer,are the 
remains of,a r~ised platform, the body . of which is 
composed of mud., Buri~d in the mud were found 
a large number of. clay sealings impressed With the. 
Buddhist creed...,....Ye dharma ketu prabhava, etc.,-in 
characters, of .~he Gupta age. . Such seals· are frequently 
found i~bedded in ancient .Buddhist stiipas and even 
in statues. . . 

The visitor who has foilowed the route indicated 
on the plan'in dotted lines will have entered the 
procession path by' .its southern entrance, will have 
-performed the. pradaltshi1Ja around the _ G.reat Stiipa, 
. and Will now emerge a.gain by way of the same entrance. 
"As hetuins to the left, he will see near by and on.. his 

ST"DPA J. right hand a stiipa of considerable size designated 
Jl in the plan,. It consists of a square "base, 32 ft. 
4 in. square, composed of three tiers which diminish 
. in size as they rise. Above this base was formerly 
a circular .d:i:uin and dome crowned by an .umbrella, 
but all traces of these features have now vanished. 
This. stiipa·· appears to have undergone extensive 
J:epairs· in the old days, f!.nd th"e decoration that remainS 
is of two difiererit periods .. ' To the earlier period 
belongs the decoration of ~he lowest tier on the north 

I" UslltliSM=?protuberance on t.he crown of the ·head, one of the 
marks of argreat man (mahapuru8~). . 

. , 
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side, consisting of groups of figures separated from one 
another by debased Corinthian pilasters, The figures 
are executed in stucco, with which material the whole 

-face of the stiipa was finished off, and represent seated 
Buddhas accompanied by a devotee standing on 
either side, whose attire is distinctively Indo-Scythic. 
When the stiipa was repaired, these groups of _figures 
had already suffered damage, a.hd the frieze above 
them was then lowered from its position over the 
capitals of the pilasters, and set in a line with them, 
thus resting on the shoulders of the Buddh~s from which 
the heads had disappeared. At the same time a new 
series of pilasters was introduced on the eastern and . 
southern fa9ades of a more stunted form and surmoun
ted with notched brackets let in between the capitals 
and the frieze. On these two sides there are no 
Buddhas. 

The decoration on the second tier appears to belong 
to the later repair. It. consists of a row of elephants 
alternating with pairs of Atlantes, the grotesque 
attitudes and late and decadent modelling of which 
are noteworthy. . 

A little further. eastward is the stiipa J2, in which STun JI. 
some -relics of interest were found. . The relic chamber 
was at a height of 2 feet above the floor level and in 
the centre of t.he structure. In it was a steatite casket 
shaped like a Greek pyxis, which contained a small· 
box of silver; and in this, again, was a stilI smaller 
box of gold containing some minute fragments of 
bone: There were also a few beads in the steatite 
casket, but no coins with which to fix its date. -The 
shape of the stea~te casket closely resembles that of 



a .casket discovered by- the writer some years ago in 
Ghaz. J)heri at Charsadda;' which 'was accompanied 
by 'a COinl of Zeionis~l;' but, the, mouldingS and 'ether' 
decorativ& .f~tures .of ,J3 bespeak for' it, a ,mUch later< 
date than, ,that of Zeionises. 

~UPAS N'-ll. Passing.by tooLstiipasl;J3.-&'and proceedDig'in"lI. 
northerly direction, we I come" tcYanoth~ 'group" of ' 
similar· monuments' . all: ~f whicili :a.re' built: in the semi·: " , 

ashlar type ohilasonry, Me square in'plan,and Standing' 
to a height of some three feet or·less. In! th~ centre
ofNu 'w&S1found 'S large e&rthen':ghariofplain'red 
earthenware:' containing fifteen,; copp~ (loinS, of Shapur 
Ui(3U9-379;A.D¥, Another:.-earthenware! vessel,which' 
was discovered in-Stnpa N~q, had~been b8dly;~rushed; 
but·,the, earth: from' it yielded '18 boods of coral, lapis
lazuli, ,shell and glaSs. The,Stfipa L N9 yielded a few 
beads only. 

A little further on· is 'a wide -passage flaDked on 
either side by stiipas and'chapels and leading to other 
chapels and also, no doubt, to- the" monastic quarters 
(not yet excavatedVon- the north: Of the chapels 

:SAPELS ]\17 alongside this passage, the two numbered N17' and 
,ND Nl!'.' Nl~ are still' quite imposing even in their ruin; They 

are constructed Of imassi.,-e' semi-aShlar" masonry and 
date froni. the foUrth or fifth -cent~y-A.D; , InSide are 
the, remains of several images of -'Buddha, of 'Which 
the prin~pal, ones facing the entranCeBwere of coloSsal 
proportions. Of the ()n6 in-"'N18 -cnly! the- feet and 
lower pan' of the: raimentlla've survived, but the- siz~ 
of thel,former, (5'ft.i3 in. frdm' heel' to' toe) indicate 

• 
1 A. B. R .. 1902-03, Pt. D, pp. ],,75-176. 
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that ;the rfi~e ha4 ap. ~pproximate h,eight of 35 feet; 
an4 it f9110~s, t~erefpr,e, th~t the ~apel ~tself must 
hav.e, beeu hit~dly ,lesa~p.an ,40,fee,t high. The core 

I of these images, as of others of the ~arne agel is composed 
eit~et ofkaQ.j~ sto~e . .rpu~hly ,fash,i,oned ~o the shape 
ot ~he figure, or of mu.d, ' or ,9f mud and stones com-, 
bined; ; the" ~~u,cco ()Q~ing, i~ . WIDcll the features 
and other ~etails are made out, is almost pure lime. In 
several i~st~~Cel;!,F~~' 'p~~nt . is' '~~inadhering ,t~ the 
rob~s <?~ the sta~p.esJ apd no d~ul:!t othe~ pigments, 
as, ;well !ts gildin:g"W,ereemployed for their decoration. 
Observe the 'excellence' of, ,the :qlOdelIing ,in the fe.et 
0f.soJll~of the smaH.€,lr figu.r~s:pfthe heads !1nd hands 
belppgiI1-g, to tl;l.e~e; s~atlles "severitl Were: found amid 
the?ha~f~q. debri~ of the,~hapels. One of these heads. 
13!:~ ,hig~, ,of the, c9:t;lven~i~I;lalise~,tYI~e, belonging 
proba,blyto, one of phe 'st,anding figUres in chapel N17, 
is illustrated 'in PI. VIa. 

I ~ '! ~. ,. J' (: 

_ ~~tracing, our steps and turning westward past STOPA N7. 

8tiip'~ ~5 we come tothe)ittle stiipa N7, which is 
built on the ruins of an older monument. In its relio 
cha~ber. which ~a:~ 'constru~ted of neat kanjurst(:mes, 
was jOUlld tll~ c~ystallioI;l illustrated i;n, PI. :X;VI, 11; 
and, beneath it a casket of Ga:t;ldhara stone, containing 
a s~ah ~o~: qf' ~il~~ry b~onze wjth sqme minute. bone 
relics ~tIDn, IItccompawed by two small pearls and 
one b~ad ~t b~ight bI~~ p!is~e. , ' ' ., - , " 
. 'In, ~he Inar~ow, ~p!lc~,.};>et.ween ,P7 aI1-d PI,O was ,a 
broke~ 'G!1udhara Bculpturerepresenting the. offering 
.of ,l,loney by the monkey to the Buddha, and a little 
below it was a small earthen pot containing five gold 
coins of the later J{ushan period, one solid gold ear-ring 
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with pearls attached to it, a few gold beads, plain and 
fluted, and a broken ornament of beaten gold with 
a granulated - border. This deposit seems to have 
been placed here after the adjacent· buildings had 
become bUried in debris. _ 

UILDINGS pI A little to the wes~ of this point the visitor passes 
ID pl. through a narrow passage between the buildings pt 

and pa. The former of these was a stiipa of the Kushan 
period, the latter a chapel in the later style of masonry. 
In this. passage are two.colossal Buddhas side by side, 
seated on a stone plinth. Their hands rest ~n the lap 
in the attitude cl meditation (dhyana-muil!rii), but their.. 

lNL' 

heads, unfortunately, are misSing. . 
In the open space into which we now emerge is 

a tank with four· small stiipason its. northern and 
eastern sides, which are of some interest in connexion 
with the much disputed question of Kushan chronology. 
The tank is built of a rough .variety of masonry coated 
with lime plaster, and on its north side is a flight of 
steps"leading to the bottom. Now, the foundations 
of theStiipas K2 and K3 project well over the northern 
end of the steps, and the tank, therefore, must have 
fallen -into disuse and ·been filled in before ever 
thestiipas in question were built.· But, as the tank 
itself was not built until the first century A.D . 

. during the Scytho-Parthian epoch,it follows that the 
stiipas. can hardly be assigned to a. date earlier than 
the 2nd century, though they may be cOIlsiderably 
more modern than that. In· the stiipa K3, however,· 
was found a relic-vase containing ashes and three 
coins of Kanishka, a~d in the stlip::. ps, which js 
apparently contemporary witli. it, was another earthen 
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vase and ten coins of Huvishka and Vasudeva, five 
of which were found inside the vase. along with some 
ashes, and five outside. This is one of the links in a. 
long chain of evidence a.t Taxila which proves that the 
Kushans followed and did not antedate .. the Parthians. 

On the west side of the tank the Stiipa Kl is also ST-Ul'A. Kl. 

worthy of notice. Observe in particular the seated 
image of the Buddha in .. the niche on the nOlthern 
side, and also the cornice and other details of a dis
tinctively Hellenistic character. 

On to the north side of this stiipa were subsequently 
built several small chambers, probably chapels, facing 
north. They stand on a common base adorned with a. 
rowofstunted -pilasters alternating with niches of the 
same design as those above the terrace of the Main 
Stiipa, namely, trefoil arches and doorways ~th sloping 
jambs in which figures of the Buddha were placed. 

From this point it is well worth while to ascend VIEW OF THE 

the higher ground to _the 'north and take a bird's-eye SITE A.ND THE 
. f h hi' d f h - di SURROUNDING View 0 t e woe SIte an 0 t e surroun ng country COuNTRY. 

(PI. IX). Five years ago the ground level of the 
whole excavated area was little lower than this ele-
vated plateau, and standing on the edge of the latter 
we get a good idea of the -amount of debris that had 
to be shifted before this array of buildings could be 
exposed to view. The point- to which this' debris rose 
around the Great Stiipa itself is still clearly vis~ble 
on the sides of the str~ture. 

AB to the character of the remains that still lie 
buried beneath the pl~teau on which we are standing, 
a clear indication is _ afforded by other Buddhist sites 
in the neighbourhood. If the visitor will look at the 

• 
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otIi~ eminences in thEf v~ey,:'he Will see that many' of" 
theln arecrownoo by groups of ancient roiiis, and he 
will 'observe that ',in: each woup :there is a circUlar 
mound standing side bj'side :wit4 a sqUare one. In 
each 'of ' these caSeS" the ciIculaimound 1:overs'the" 
re~~ins of 'a 'Bud~t stiips, and the square , one 
adjo~git the'remains of)~ monastery. 'SiD;lllarly,' 
at, ~he Dh8.r~araj!ka Stiipa! • w~cJ:t' was, the. ' ~hier, ' 
monUment of ltS kind at Taxila, It may b,e" taken .for 
granted that quarters were provided for the' monks.' ill 

.-closep;roximityto the!\acred edifice, a~d it 'is obvioUs 
from:t'he confi~atlon of 'the' ground' th~tthese 
quarters 'milst 'have o~cupied'the 'northern parf of 
the~ite. To' this monasterY' ,no \ doubt 'belo~g 'lihe' 
high' ~na' Iruissive"walW'whichhave' been laid'Dare on , 
~heeaStern side' of 'the pliLte4u, 'but" judging' 'by the 
results'obtailted from'otner'iriaI trEmcIles it is doubtful 
if this' 'area. woUld repay' excavation. , 

, , Descending again to the lower level w!' pass, on our 
rILD~~Gil(righ~ hand, theshIme III which was'prohabiy ini~nded 

fo:t' an image 'of the Djing Buddha. This building 
e~bitS ,~hre.ety{>eS:. of ,maso~~ ,repr~eIl:ting' .t~ee 
di~erent perlOds of constructlOn. In the on~al' 
shrine the stonework ~ of the smaU' diaper pattern, 
but subsequently 'this" shrme was, stren~hen~dand' 
en1arg~ \y'thfa~dition of a contiguous wall in,the 
larger' diaper style, as 'well' as 'of a 'second 'wall 
enclosing a pradakshirJa passage- andpoitico in front. 
'Later on, when the level had' risen iiever8.I 'feet, addi
tions in 'seniJ·ashlar I maSonry, 'were' l!1~de." an,a' other 
repai,rs' were carried' 'out at 'fI.' 'still later date. The' 
onlyininor'-·antiqwties'·'of int~eSt in thiS~buildi.D.g were 
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28 debased silvercoiIiIH,fihe Greek kin~ Zoilus(PL III~ .... 
14): Theywere'brought,td light beneath the foundation' 
ofthe ea'rliest phapel, where they appear to 'have' been 

.) deposited before the site was occupied by the BUddhists.' 
The two small pits M4 are of interest only as affording Two PITS }1', 

some, evidence as to' the age when the' Gahdh~ra ~chool '; 
of Art' was flourishing. They were used for. the 'mixing 
of lime' stucCd' and th~ir floors were composed lof 
Gandhara reliefs'laid facedoWn wards: AP,' the reliefs' 
in qUeStion were already' in' 8. sadly worn and 'damaged 
c!ondition before they were let into the floor~ I it 'lmiy' 
safely; be inferred that a considerable period-say' a 
century' or more::.;.had elapsed between the time wh'en:' 
they were carved and the' constrnction of· the pits; 
But'from· the character of theirwalIs the latter appear 
to 'have been coi:J.strncted in the 3rd or 4th century 
A.D. and it follows,' therefore, that the reliefs. earuiot 
be as~igned to' a later date than the 2nd or 3rd century 
A.D. Evidence of a precisely similar' character was 
also obtained from the chamber B17 on the eastern 
side of the Great Stiipa. 

The complex of chambers Gl to G8 coinprisesCHAFELS G l·S. 

chapels erected at different· periods and' in different 
styles of "masonry; From an architectural poiil.tof 
view they are in no way remarkable, but the' chapel 
Go 'merits" notice, because it was here that 'oneof the 
most'interesting relics yet discovered in'India was~ 
unearthed. The: £ind '",as made" near' the' bac](wall: 
of the'· chapel opposite' the Main Stiipa a.nd about" ~ 
foot below the" original flOO1:. It consisted of a steatit~ 
vessel with Ii. silver vase ;naide, and in the vase an 
inscribed" . scroll' 'ana,·iI. small gold· 'CaSKet containing • 
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some ID.inu~ebone relics., A heavy stone placed over 
thep,eposit" had,' unfortunately, 'been crushed down 
byth~ fall of ,the.roof, and had broken both the steatite, 
vesseI:andthe silver vase, but,had left ,the gold casket, 
uninj1;1ted, ,and ,had chipped' only a, few fragments 

, from. the edge oft~e scroll, nearly all ,of- which were 
mIl'TION OF fort1lD.ate~y, recovered (PI., VII). J'he inscription, 
YEAR 136. which is in, the Kharoshthi· character and dated 

in. the year 136 (circa 78 A.D.), records that the 'relics 
were those of the Lord Buddha himself. It reads 
aft follo\Vs :~ 

L. ,1. Sa 100. 20. 10. 4. 1: 1. Ayasa Ashat/asa 
masasa ' ,di-pase 10,. 4. 1., i~a' divase ,pradistavita 
BlW,yat;ato, dhatu[ 0] , U ra[ sa J:- , 

,L. 2. kena Lotaphria-putrana, BahaUena N oachae , 
nagare ,vastavena tena ime pradista,vita Bhagavato dhatuo' 
1)ha~r~ _ 

L, 3.ie T(lChhalJie Tanuvae BadkisatvagahamHnaha
",aiasa ra1'atirairisa devaputrasa' Khushanasa aroga-
dachhinae " 

L. 4. ,sarv,a-budd7Wna puyae prachagarbudhana puyae 
araka[t(J*]na puyaesarvasa [tva*] na ,puyae--matOrpitu ' 
puyae mitra~~Jw,;.nati-sa-

',L., 5. ,loh~tta*]napuyae at~no arogadachhinae,nianae 
hotu [a]. de samaparichago. , 

" In the year 136. of Azes, on the 15th day of the 
month of Ash~~ha"on this day relics ofthe, Holy One 
(Buddha) were enshIined by Ur~sakes(~), ,son of Lota
phl'ia; amaIi of·B8J.1,ili, residentat~he town of Noacha. 
By.him. these relics of -the Holy One· were.., enshrined 
in the Bodhlsattva. chapel at J;he_1)karmaraiika stupa . 
in the district of Tanuva at Takshasil~ fo~ the, bestowal 
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of perfect health upon the great king, king of kings, 
the divine Kushana ; for the veneration of all Buddhas; 
for the veneration of the private Buddhas; for the 
veneration of arhats; for the veneration of all sentient 
beings; for the veneration of (his) parents; for the 
veneration of (his) friends, advisers, kinsmen, and 
blood-relations,. for the bestowal of perfect health upon 
himself. May this gift. be •..••.. ~ ".1 

In the chamber Gt, on the highest floor level, 
were numerous kaiijiir blocks belonging to a small 
stiipa. These blocks were scattered in a heap on 
the floor defying any attempt to reconstruct from 
them the design of the stiipa from which they had 
fallen. In one of the . blocks were found two relic 
caskets of steatite. One of the caskets contained a . 
smaller one of ivory, and in the latter was a still smaller 
one of gold adorned with rough geometric and floral 

_ designs. Inside this gold casket we~e a piece of calcined 
bone, a small gold bead, and a number of small pearls 
of various sizes and shapes. In the other casket, 
which was shaped like a Greek pyxis, was a smaller 
silver bmt roughly ornamented and containing a 
smaller golden casket with some thin gold leaf and two 
pieces of calcined bone inside. 
---It was in this block of buildings that there was 
also found, besides other antiquities, the bearded 
male head of terracotta figured in PI. VI d.. the style 
of which differs markeruy from the conventional style -
of the early medireval period. 

1 ~ inscription was pUDllB.ned by the writer in J. R . .4. S., 
October 1914, pp. 873-86. 
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CHAPEL RI.'";rhe s~ circular,.stiipa::R\.y;as,.4ls1 have 'Stated 
ab9ve, .repaired '. and. enlarged ~ on· several occasions. 

, 'fhe fir~t addition . made to theoriginal-structure ·was 
, a, sqlJlU"e base. oL neatly·. cut I kaiijiir . blocks adorned' 
.lritb.:slender pilasters of therCarin.thian order and a 

. ~p1ple .• !lentil ,.comice. ,Then, came the -two small 
,sq1Jarec projections ,on· the..western, fa.pe,ol this,base; 
and at the same time 8.. shaiIow: porticQ 01' chapel was 
formed,agai~t~thjs ,.west~n face .bYr.running.,out' two 
short ,walls from the. nor,tbr;wesfi.andsouth.~west,corners 
.()(:'~he' ,.stiipa.·; ;t~y, (this portioo or.tlhapel "was 
,.~~arged, ~~ ahQut ().~uble"its.~e; by,s. further· addition 
,.Qn ~~e ;west •. :N<\'Y," t~6 projectiQns ate. ,builtin 8i type 
.,pf ,m!J.!!l~:tU"Y.,whic~.<:an o6.lI>ssignQd with ,Bome degree 
,of certl$ty to the, s~cQnd ,c(lntury . of : ,our era. 1 B'lt 
,c~nJ;e~po~ary,',wi~ : thElpl .: are ; tlte 'Ivery . interesting 
~tupco relijlfslf;it,h ,w:.~ichthey and,the·westem!face 
9f. th,8 s~i;ipa base;are, ~d9r,ned. :Thatthese. sculptures 
)elo~g to the. ~~~ii.ra .,Scho!)l .of .Alt, .,a glance 
at them .,will suffice -to Iili,o:w; ;and ,we thus .obtain- here 
another, useful link· in, the chain of .evidence .. which 
~etermines the'.' age 'Yh~, this' IIchool was ;flourishing. 
Obsllrve . the, reliefs, i,n the small recesses • between; the 
projections and side walls, . One of them~n the south 
face of the .f3outh ,projectioJlS-!-.-portrays .the, ~ep&fture 
o~ G.a:u~ama,from.Kapilavast~, accompan,ied, 8sJ,lSualin 
~e. G;1;LD.dh,8J;a,School,by ~he t'ait:a:-bearer. .The other 
~n Jh,e . no~thl?fD . f~c.e 9f tht! po~hern t p~oj\letion ...... 
portrays the horse KaJ}.~ha.k.a..t~kingl~ave of:bis D).astet'. 
The animal is kneeling to kiss the feet of Gautama, 
while ~andaka and anptlm figure pn the o;ne side, 
and the mira-bearer on the other, look! on. 



I ,B~side~~~~s~ ~\~~~e~St n~~~()us ~tllC~O, ~:q.d .t~~racotta' 
heai1s were f01lI!-d In the.<:\ebns WhiCh had accumulltted 
i'n a~d' arouI).d' ,this ,c~'apel. " " ' 

J The building, L, ~'hich,stands, immediately to the BUILDING L. 
so~th of Rl, was 'a,double-~haInbered chapel standing 
'on: a'-high plinth, access to which was' provided by a 
fl.ig~t of ,steps on the n~rthern side. All that is now 
left pf it are the plinth walls constructed of large ,diaper 
masonry pI, ~hejK1¥,han period, but"round abollt the 
bui~~ing ,were, fo,!!ud ~,!!~bers of Gandhara stone sculp
tmes"whiph. had served to decorate the superstructure 
and w:hi~ii, 'there' ca~ 'b~ no d~ubt, ~ere ~ontemporary 
with it' ~~d', ~hereforeof , the 'Kushan 'periolt. Two 
specimens of these carvings are illustrateJin Pl. VIII. 
~hey are as follows ,:-

(~), Relief, ,19 in. high, depicting, probably, the 
presentation of offerings' to the 'Buddha, ,after his 

'enlightenment. ,In the centre 'is Buddha seated' cross
legged on a cushioned throne with his rignt hand 
raised in the attitude of protection (abhaya-mudra). 

,To his' proper right is the Vajra-bearer holding the 
thunderbolt, (vajra) in his right hand: ,In front of 

,him are three female worshippers, be'aring offerings of 
,!lowers or- 'uncertain objects in their hands. To his 
proper Idt are four other worshippers, three with 
offerings, the fourth in an attitude of adoration 
(PI. VIII ,a). • 

(b)' D~maged relief, 19, in. ,high, depicting Buddha's 
nrst 'sermon in the Deer Park near' Benares. In the 
: centre': is ' Bud4ha 'seate~ "ctosse~~legged on throne 
'bene'atli' a canory of foliage and tur~i~F ,,~~h ,his right 
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hand ~b,.e.Wlie~l:~f the Law (dharma-chak~al), which is 
1:IupporteiLhy a triratnaS set on a· low pedestal. On 
either side of the pedestal is a horned deer to symbolis'T 
tile Deer Park. On the right· and left 9f the Buddha, 
a Bodhjsattv~. . Behind, on right, the V ajrapa'{!~ 
holding fly-whisk (chauri) in right hand and '1!ajra ill 
left.' In, front of him, two ~scetics seated, and above, 
a heavenly musician (gandharva) flying (PI. VIII b). 

In spite of the large number of Gandhara sculptures 
recovered, the illscribed records on them are rare and 
fragmentary. 'Th~ most interesting is one engraved 
in Kharoshthi letters on .the side of' a stone lamp, 
whic~speaks of the "Agradharmarajiki stiipa" at 
Takshasila. . 

ApSIDAL . On . the western side of the site the most strildng 
TEUPLB II. edifice in old days must have been tlie apsidal temple 

or • Chaitya Hall,' where the faithful came together 
for their devotions. It dates from Kushan times and 
is built of large diaper masonry similar to that used 
in building L. In plan, the temple is generally similar 
to the' Chaitya Halls' exqavated in the hill-sides at 
Radi, Aja:Q.1A; Ellora and other places in. Western 
and Central India, but in this case the interior of the 
apse is .octagonal instead of round. Inside the apse -
are the rcmains of. an' octagonal stiipa of kaiijiir 
stone, 2 ft .. 6 in. below the base of which is a floor 

1 Dharma-chakra="Wheel of the ~aw '. The technical expres. 
sion for Buddha's first sermon in the Deer Park (Mrigadava) neal! 
Benares is Dharma-chakra-pravarlaM, which literally means .. the 
turning of the wheel <of the law," Hence the symbol of the first. 
sermon became" wheel, which is 'Ilometimes eet on a throne and . 
sometimes on a column. . 

a See p. 41, note 1. 
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which must have been laid before the apsidal 
temple was built. From what remains of the nave, 

Jt appears to have consisted of nothing more than a 
passage corresponding in width with one side of the 
octagon and flanked by very thick walls on either 
side. The temple is of special interest as being one 
of the very few structural'buildings of the kind known 
to exist in India, and the first to be discovered in 
Northern India. Since its eXCAvation, however, another 
and far more imposing example has been fOllild in 
the city of Sirkap (p. 81). 

The last of the structures which we shall notice CIlAPBLS E 
on this site is the range of small chapel cells (E and Fl) AND Fl. 

on the western edge of the plateau. The cells are 
raised on a plinth about 4 feet high and ascended by 
flights of steps on their eastern side. In two of them, 
namely: El and ES, are tlie solid foundations of 
circular stiipas descending to a depth of 10 ft. below 
the plinth level and evidently intended for the support 
of a heavy superstructure. A similar stiipa with its 
superstructure still intact has been found in one of 
the cells of the monastery at Mohra. Moradu (p: 108). 

In another of the chambers, Fl, was a floor 
of glass tiles of bright azure blue with a few other 
colours-black, white and yellow-mixed with them. 
These tiles average 101 in. square by 1 i in. thick 
and are of transparent glass, the first complete speci
mens of their kind which ~ave yet come to light in 
India. In connexion with these tiles it is interesting 
to recall the Chinese tradition that glass making was 
introduced into China' froD'l Northern India. The 
tiles were fOUl'Ai laid in a somewhat carelpss manner 

E 
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on a bed of -earth, and it was evident that they were 
not occupying the position for'which they were origiil
ally intended. Probably tliey had been broughtfroIp 
'th~'Procession path of the Great Stiipa (p. 38). 

From the Dharmarajika Stiipa our way lies north
wards th~()ugh a defile in the Hathial ridge and thence 
'across the fields' and up a, Itteep hill-side to the Kunila 
stiipa. The distance "is about a mile and a quarter, 
"and the track is rough and stony. 



nEW OF THE DHARMARAJII(A STUPA FROM NORTH. 



CHAJ?TER V 

STUPA 01' KUNALA 

At the time when Hsiian Tsang visited Taxila, the IDENTIFICA.TION 

city of Sirkap had been deserted for more than five OJ' THE STt)'pA.. 

centuries and its ramparts and buildings must long 
have been in ruins. The city in which the pilgrim 
hiOlSelf sojourned, is the city now known as Sirsukh, 
where' numerous struc~ures of the early medireval 
period are still traceable. I!l the neighbourhood of this 
city there were four famous Buddhist monuments 
which the pilgrim described. One of these was the 
tank of E1apatra, the Dragon King; another was a 
stOpa which marked the spot where, according to the 
Buddha's prediction, one of the four Great Treasures 
will be revealed when Maitreya appears as Buddha1 ; 

a third was the stiipa of the" sacrificed head," said to 
have been built by A§oka and situated at a distance 
of 12 or 13 li to the north of the capital; the fourth 
was a stOpa also said to have been built by A§oka 
to commemorate the spot-Where his son Kunala had had 
his eyes put out. The first and second of these monu· 

I The foUl' Great Treasul'C8 r8fcrred to are those of Elipatra 
in Gandbara, Piil1~uka in Mithilii, Piilgala in KaliJiga, and Sailka 
in the Kui (Bcnarea)"ountry. C/. T. Watters, On l"twn Chu:ang, 
p.243. 

69 E2 
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ments were rightly identified many years ago by General 
Cunningham: the one with the sacred tank now known 
as the Paiija Sahib at Hasan Abdii.l, the other with a 
ruined stiipa which crowns the ridge above Baoti Pil}.c;l. 
As to the other two, Cunningham laboured under the 
false idea that the city which Hsiian Tsang visited was 
the city on the Bhi!, mound' ipstead of in Sirsukh, and 
he could not, therefore, but fail to identify the location 

. of the two stiipas. Now.that we know that the earliest 
.. eity of Taxila was on the Bhi!, mound and the latest 

in: Sirsukh, it is clear that the stiipa of the " sacrificed 
head" is none other than the Bhallar Stiipa, whic~ 
occupies a commanding position on the extreme western 
spur of the Sart/a hill, and it is probable that -the 
memorial .of Kunii.la's misfortune is the stiipa which 
occupies a hardly inferior positjon 0)1 the northern 'slopes 
of Hathial, commanding a splendid view of the lower city 
of Sirlra,p and of the whole of the Haro valley (PI. X). 
IIs.iian .Tsang describer! this stiipa as being above 100 
ft.· :high, and . situated ,to the south-east of the city 
of Takshasila on the-north side of the south-hill. The 
blind, he says, came here to pr~y, and mmy had their 
prayers answered by the restoration of their sight. l 

He .. then proceeds to- narrate .the story of Kunii.la: 
of· how his. stepmother Tishyarakshita fell in love with 
him and iIJ,d\Jced .Asokato send )Um as Viceroy to 
.Taksha§i1a;.;;o£ how she then. wrote a despatch in her 
Imsband's name and sealed iit with the seal of .his teeth 
while he slept, bringing ·accusations. against Kunii.la 
and ordering his eyes to be put out; of how the minis-
r1 . • . 
uJ '. ' 

101. T •. Watters, On Yuan.Ohwang, V8I. I, pp. 245 8g. 
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ters shrank from executing the order, but the prince 
himself insisted on obedience to his father; of how he 
then wandered forth with his wife and begged his way 
to the far-off capital 'of his father; of how his father 
recognised him by his voice and the strains of his lute; 
and of how the cruel and vindictive· queen was put 
to death and the prince'~ eye-sight restored at Bodh
Gays through the help of the Buddhist Arhat Ghosha.1 

The southern hill referred to by Hsiian Tsang can 
only be the hill of Hathial which bounds the Haro 
valley on the south; and the most conspicuous stiipa 
on its northern side is the one on the northernmost 
ridge erected almost directly over the remains of 
the old wall of Sirkap. This stiipa rests on a lofty DESCRIl'TION. 

reetaqguIar base which measures 63 ft. 9 in. from -
east to west by 105 ft. 1 in. from north to south and 
was provided with a stepped approach at its northern 
end.. The base rises in three terraces, the lowermost 

1 In its essence the story of Kunala and Tishyarakshita is the 
same as that of Hippolytus and Phaedra, and it is not unlikely 
that it was derived from the classical Greek legend. ~uch legends 
must have been familiar enough among the Eurasian Greeks in the 
Ilorth-west of India. Witness, for example, the drama of Antigone 
portrayed on a vase found at Peshawar. Some versions. of the 
story represent Asoka as sending his son to restore order in Tak
shdilii. on the advice of a Minister of State, not ·through the in. 
strumentalityof Tishyarakshita, and in some versions the prince dies 
after his return home without any miracle transpiring to restore 
his eye-sight. His real name was Dharmavivardha_ and his 
father called him Kunala beca.se his eyes were small and beautiful, 
like those- of the Hiniavat bird of that name. The blinding of the 
prince was the outcome of evil karma wrought in a previous exist
ence. According to one story, he had blinded 500 deer; according 

. to another, an arhat; or, a.ccorcling to the Avadii.nakalpa.lata., he 
had taken the eyes (relics) out or a chaitya. Ghosha, the name of 
the arhat who resto{lld his eye-sight to Kunala, was also the name 

.of a famous oculist of this district. CI.T. Watters, loco cit. 
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of which is relieved by a series of stunted Corinthian 
pilasters resting on an elaborated "torus and scotia" 
moulding and formerly surmounted by a dentil cornice 
and copings, with Hindu brackets of the "notched" 
variety intervening between the capitalS an.d the 
cornice. Th.e middle terrace is plain, but covered 
with a coating of plaster~ The uppermost terrace 
was decorated in much the same way as the lowest 
one, but was nearly three times as high j and the 
base mouldings and entablature were proportionately 
more massive and elaborate. 

Of the ·superstructure of this monument only a 
fragment of the core has survived in situ, but the form 
and construction of .the terraced base, coupled with 
'the style of the decorative details, leave no room J.or 
doubt that the Kunala Stiipa is.of the same age as the 
great Bhalll!-! Stiipa on the opposite side of the valley j 
and to judge by the character of the many architectural 
members belonging to the upper part of the structure 
which were lying in considerable numbers round its 
base, it seems fairly safe to conclude that the elevation 
of the drum and dome resembled that of the Bhalla! 
Stiipa j in other words, that the drum was circular 
. and strikingly lofty in proportion . to the size of the 
monument and that it was divided into six or seven 
tiers, slightly receding one above the other, which were 
adorned with rows of pilasters, friezes and dentil cornices 
in much the sa.me fashion as-the terraces of the base. 
As in the Bhalla! Stiipa, too, as well as in other -stiipas 
of this date, the relic chamber was no doubt placed 
near the top. of the edifice j-for n() trace of any chamber 
was found in or below the plinth of -the building. 
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A. remarka hie feature of this monument is the 
delicate concave curvatnre of the plinth. The w~ 
aide of the stupa, for ex.ampl~ measured in a straight; 
lline from end to end, is 7 t ft. 10 in. long; hnt the 
line thus drawn does not coincide with the actual 
lin.e of the plinth, which recedes gradually inwards 
towards the centre, the ~ distance between the 
arc and the chord beini three inches. It is well 
known, of COUISe, that enta.sis of the colu.mns and cnr
vature of other lines, horizontal as well as perpendi
cular, wu systematically employed in Greek archi
tectnre in order to correct the apparent defects caused 
by optical illusions; and it may be that the idea wa.s 
introdnced from Western .!.sia, along with the many 
oth.er Hellenistic features which characterise the archi- . 
l«tur~ of Taxila and the North-West. Bnt, if this 
wu so. it wonld appear that the optical principles 
which nnderlay the idea conld not have been properly 
nndeIstood by the builders of the Kun.i.la Stiipa; for 
in this case the concave curvature baa the effect 
of eDleo~ the illusion, instead. of correcting it. 

This stUpa, which I assign to the third or fourth 
centnry .A.D., wa.s not the earliest monument to be 
erected on tlllis interesting aite. Buried in the core of 
the structnre and towards its north-west comer, was 
fonnd another and very much smaller stiipa which 
appea.m from its style to have been erected in the 
fin;t century A.D., at a time when the city wall 
alongside of it on the east w-u &till standing intact. 
This older edifice is perched on a small rocky eminence 
and is standing to a height of 9 ft. 8 in. It is 
con.structed of f8Ugh hlocb of limestone and con-
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sists of a square plinth with drum and dome above, 
the only feature that has disappeared being the crown
mg umbrella. Originally the rough masonry was 
covered with lime plaster on which the moulding's and 
other decorative. details were worked, but all the plaster 
has now fallen from the sides. . 

.MONASTERY. Immediately to the west.of the Kunala Stiipa and 
at a. slightly higher level is a spacious and solidly built 
monastery in the semi-ashlar style, which is manifestly 
contemporary ·with the later stiipa. It is standing to 
a height of between 13 and 14 feet and consists, appa
rently, of two courts-the larger to the north and the 
smaller to the south, the total length of the. exterior 
wall opposite the stiipa being about 192 feet, and the 
width of the larger court about 155 feet. The larger 
court is of the ·usual form (ehatu{iiiila) with an· open 
rectangle in the centre surrounded by a raised verandah 
and cells. In the cells are small arched -niches for the 
reception of lamps. Only the east side of this monastery 
has yet been excavated and even on this side the digging 
has not yet been carried aOWIl to the floor level of 
the cells. 



CHAfTER VI 

SIRKAP 

Before descending into the lower city of Sirkap CITY WALL 

we shall halt for a Il!oment at the fortifications on the 
eastern side of the city, a short section of which ha~ 
recently been excavated. These fortifications are 
c&nstructed of rubble masonry throughout, like other 
structures of the Greek and Scytho-Parthian epochs~ 
and vary jn thickness from 15 ft. to 21 ft. 6 in. 
They are strengthened at intervals by solid bastions, 
which, so far as they have been examined, are 
rectangular in plan. In some cases the bastions are 
further supported by sloping buttresses which were 
apparently added at a later ,date. The height of the 
walls and bastions was probably between 20 and 30 
feet, and it may be assumed that the" bastions were 
built in two· storeys, of which the upper was doubtless 
hollow and loopholed. The walls between the bastions 
would also be loopholed above and provided with a 
terrace on the inner side for the use of the defenders. 

As stated in the first chapter (p. 4), the city of 
Sirkap appears to have been founded during the supre
macy of the Indo-GreekS' in the second century B.C. 
and to have rC!O.ained in occupation during the Scytha-

65, 
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Parthian and Kushan epochs until jihe reign of 
Wima-Kadphises. Of the buildings hitherto excavated 
inside its walls those in the uppermost stratum apper
tain mainly to the Early Kushan and Parthian settle
ments. Below them is a stratum of remains which 
are assignable probably to the Scythian epoch, and 
below these, again, two more strata belonging to the 
Greek era, after which virgin toil is reached at a depth 
of between 14 and 17 feet. Of the pre-Parthian re
mains our information, as yet, is relatively meagre, 
since the digging has been, chiefly confined to the 
remains nearest the surface, the object in view being 
to obtain as clear an idea as possible of the lay-out 
of the city in Parthian and Kushan days before opening 
up the structures beneath, and thereby not only con
fusing the plan but possibly jeopardising the 8fl.fety 
of the buildings. 

From the bird's-eye view of the excavations which~. 
he got from the stiipa of Kunala, the visitor will have 
observed that they extend in a -broad strip from the 
northern wall right through the heart of the lower city, 
and that they comprise a long section of the High Street 
running due north and south together with several 
large blocks of buildings on either side of it. Among 
these buildings is a spacious Apsidal Temple of the 
Buddhists and several small shrines belonging either 
to the :r aina or to the Buddhist faith; but most of them 
are dwelling houses or shops 01 the citizens, and one" 
distinguished from the rest by its size and by the 
massiveness of its construction, is almost certainly a 

PALACB. palace. This last named ~uiJ.ding is at the south 
end of the excavations and the first.to be reached 
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after leaving the Kunala Stiipa. It stood almost at 
the corner, where the two streets from the North and 
West Gates must have met, and thus occupied a 
commanding position in the lower city. On, the 
Western side, which faces the High Street, it has a 
frontage of 352 feet, and from west to east it measures 
250 . feet, but its eastern limits have not yet been 
reached. The oldest parts of the palace are constructed 
of a rough rubble masonry and date probably from 
the Scytho-Parthian era, put there are numerous later 
repairs and apparently several additions, particularly 
in the Zenana apartments on the north, though they 
cannot always be distinguished with precision. In 
courts of special importance, as for instance in the 
large court marked CI2, an ashlar facing of kaiijiir' 
stone" is also employed, while some of the threshol~ 
consist of blocks of limestone. In many of the 
courts and rooms chases indicate that beams were 
let into the walls and wooden panelling probably 
afIiXed thereto. In other chambers the surface of 
the walls was covered with lime or mud plaster, no 
doubt finished with a coating of paint. 

So far as it has been exposed, the palace consists 
of five series of apartments arranged in ..groups around 
a central court. The plan of these can best be appre
ciated by standing on the wall in the middle of the 
Palace at the point marked X in the plan (PI. XI) .. 
The large court in the cantre of the west side, together 
with the chambers round about it, contained the chief 
living rooms, one of which (BI8) is a bathroom with a 
small tank in the middle. and a channel to carry off 
the water. This court is paved with irregular blocks 
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of limestone and on 'its southern side is a raised daiS 
with a frontage of 27 ft. 10 in. and a depth of 20 
ft. 5 in. This probably was the court of private 

.audience (Diwan-i-Kha~~). To the south of this court 
is a smaller court (C16) with chambers round about, 
which probably served for the retainers and guard. 
On th~ opposite or north ~de of the plain court is 
another large group of chambers which were the zenana 
quarters of the women, separated from, the rest of 
th~ palace by substantial walls. Beyond them, again, 
to the north are other chambers which appear to have 
been added later. . On the east side of the palace are 
two more groups of apartments. The group on the 
south 'consists' of a' spacious court with chambers on 
the west and a raised daiS, which no doubt sup~orrod 
an open hall, on the south. This, court seems to have 
been used for semi-official.or public purposes (Diwan-i-
IT • . 
i\mm), the rooms around it doing duty as offices. Lead-

, . ing off from it on its north side is another complex 
of rooms .which probably served as reception rooms for 
guests. The rooms in' this coUrt are less regularly 
b~lt and somewhat smaller' than in the rest of the 
palace. 

Although -this' palace is considerably larger and 
-built . more substantially than the private houses; 

.. there is nothing at all pretentious in its planning or 
sUIIiptuous'in its adornment. This is a feature which 
is specially commented on bf Philostratus, the bio
grapher of Apollonius, who says, when speaking of the 
palace, that they sal'{ no magnificent architecture 
there, and that the men'stfuambersand the porticoes 

. and the whole of, the vestibu1e wetec.very chaste in 
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style.1 These remarks of Philostratus a.re valuable 
as affording another proof of the substantial correctness 

• of his account of Tuila, which, as we shall presently 
see,· finds somewhat remarkable corrobora.tion in the 
peculiar character of the private houses. 

In spite, however, of the palace being so bare and 
unadorned, its remains are singularly interesting, if 
only for the sake of the plan they disclose-the first 
plan of a. building of this kind which has yet been 
recovered in India; and this interest is still further 
increased when we. realise that; so far as it has been 
exposed, the plan bears a striking resemblance to those 
of_ the Assyrian palaces of Mesopotamia. This will 
best be understood by comparing it with the palace, 
fOJ; example, of Sargon at Khorsabad.3 In the latter. 
we ha"\Te the same great court surrounded by chambers, 
and on the one side of it, the same court for retainers; 
on the other, the apartments of the zenana. Here, also, 
we have the other half of the palace 'occupied, just 
as it is at Tuila, by reception and public rooms. In 
the palace of Sargon there is another block of apartments 
farther out on this side, at the point where some more -
chambers are also beginning to appear in the palace at 
Taxila.· The Zikurrat tower, which in the palace of 
Sargon was placed at the side of the zenana, is a feature 
which appertains peculiarly to the Assyrian religion, 
Whether it will be found in the Taxila Palace, 
remains to be scen. P61ssibly it may prove, as the 
excavation advances, that its place was taken by 

I PhilostraiuB, 01'. cit. Bit. II.Ch. XXV. 
• P. 71. 
• Perrot an<~ CAipiez, Hi8toire de "~T' antique, Tome II, PL V. 
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some other sacred edifice. That a pala.ce at Taxila 
of the Greek, Sah or Pahlava period should have 
been planned on the same lines as an Assyrian palace 
of Mesopotamia need occasion no surprise, when we 
bear in mind the vitality and persistency of the in
fluence which Assyria exerted upon Persia, Bactria and 
the neighbouring countries. But it certainly gives an 
added interest to these buildings and helps us in- our 
efforts, to disentangle the archlOOlogical problems of 
this period, 

The small antiquities found in this pa.lace consist of 
terracottas and potteries, various small bronze. copper 
and iron objects. beads, gems and coins. Among the 
last mentioned was a deposit of 61 copper coins of 
Azes I. Azes II andJ.spavarma, Gondopharnes. llir
maeus and Kadphises I. One find of special interest that 
deserves to be mentioned here. was a number of 
earthenware mou1ds for casting coins. which- were 
found in. a room or shop just outside the palace 
and near its-south-west corner. The coins. of. which 
the impress is clear in many of the moulds. are· those 
of Azes II. Probably the moulds belonged to the 
plant of some forger of the Pahlava epoch. Eight 
of them are complete and twenty broken. 

N 011' HOUSES. Proceeding from the palace down the. High Street 
in the direction of the North Gate of the city. we come 
to several larg~ blocks of dwellings. separated one 
from the other by narrow &ide streets.1 Although 

I It will be noticed that both streets and houses rise higher and 
higher as they recede from the H>gh Street. The reason of this ill 
that the High Street was kept olea.r of debris, while the d6hris on 
either side of it was steadily &DDumulating. • 
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the plans of these houses exhibit considerable varietYa 
they were aU based on "the same principles. The 
unit of their design, that is to say, is the open quad
rangle surrounded by chambers (ckatu~fiila), just as 
it is in the palace described above, and this unit is 
repeated two,three, four or more times according to .. 
the amount of accommo~ation required by the occu
pants, the small rooms fronting· on to the street being 
usually reserved for shops. The walls are COll.structed 
either of rough rubble or of the diaper masonry which 
came. into fashion at the beginning of the Kushan 
period; and both inner and outer faces were covered 
with lime and mud plaster, to which traces of paint 
are still found adhering. Wood was used for the 
fittings, such as doors and windows, as well as for
roof' timbers, and in some cases, apparently, _ for 
panelling on the walls. The fact that no tiles have 
been found in any of these houses indicates that 
the roofs were flat and covered with mud. A _/ 
remarkable feature of these houses il:l that, although 

. is some cases there are doors communicating between 
two or more rooms, there, are no doors giving 
direct access from these rooms to the interior 
court or to the streets outside-the practice having _ 
apparently been to enter these lower chambers by· 
means of stairways or ladders descending from 
the rooms above. This practice is alluded to by 
Philostratus, who s:tys that the houses are so 

. constructed that, if you look at them from the 
outside, they appear to have only one storey, but, if 
you go into them. you Md in reality that they have 
underground reoms the depth of whiph is equal to the 
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height of the chambers above.! Ai3 a matter of fact, the 
lower floor of the houses is not actuallI underground, 
but anyone seeing only a single row of windows from . 
the street, and having to descend from the -upper 

_ chambers into the. tahkhiinas below, which were un4 

provided with doors or windows, might well be excused 
for calling them underground cellars . 

• 
Another noticeable feature of the Sirkap dwellings 

is the amount of accommodation provided in them, 
which, even if they were not more than two storeys, 
was greater than a single family in that age would-be 
ikely to require. It may be that, like the .. insulae ,. 

of ancient Rome or the blocks of tenements in -many 
Italian and other cities of to-day, they were occupied 
by several families together; but it is also a plausilsle 
hypothesis that this quarter of the city -was the' Uni
versity8 quarter, and that these were the houses of the 
professors and their pupils, who would certainly need 
more accommodation than· could be obtained in any 
ordinary dwelling. 

Of the stiipas referred to there are two typical 
examples-both probably of Jaina origin.s The one in. 

SHRINK IN block G-the first block to which we come on the 
BLOCK G. right (east) side of the High Street-stands in a court

yard faci~g the street and consists ~f a· small rectan-

I Philostratus, Life of .Apoiloniulf oj TyaM, Bk. II, Ch. XXIIL 
• The Fame of Tama as a Ullversity city belongs to an 

earlier age, viz., the age of the JitakllS, but it is Dot unreasonable 
to a9sume that it still oontinued a seat of learning up to the fils' 
oentury of our era. 

• The reason for regarding theN stiipas as of Jaina rather than 
Buddhist origin, is that they olosely resemble certain Jaina stiipa. 
depicted in reliefs from Mathuri. C 
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gular base adorned with a series of five pilasters on 
each side, with a simple base moulding, and with a . 
cornice relieved by the familiar .. bead and reel" 
pattern. The drum. dome and umbrella of this stiipa 
have fallen, but parts of them were unearthed in 
the debris of the courtyard, along with portions 
of two Persepolitan colulnns with crowning lionsl 

which used to stand, probably, on the corners of the 
base, and numerous members of the balustrade which 
ra.n . around its edge. In the centre of the base 'and 
at a depth of· about 4 feet from its top was a small 
relic chamber, and within this chamb"er was a steatite 
casket containing eight copper coins of the Scythian 
king Azes I, and a smaller casket of gold, in which 
werf! BOple fragments of· ca)ci~ed bone, small pieces of 
gold leaf, and cornelian and agate beads. Azes I came 
to the throne about the year 58 B.C., and this stiipa 
probably dates, therefore, from the latter part of that 
century. 

Close by the south side of the staircase ilJ a 
small square plinth, the purpose of which is doubtful. 
A plinth of a similar kind occurs at the shrine in 
block Gand at the bigger stiipa at JaQc;1ial. Judging 
from their superficial character, it seems hardly likely 
that they were intended to sustain the weight of a 
column. They may, perhaps, have served as the bases 
of lampstands. ~ 

The stiipa in the next tlock (F), which belongs to SHRINE 01' THB 

h . d . h t t· DOUBLE READED t e same peno , 1S a somew at more pre en 10US EAGLE IN BLOCK F. 
building (PI. XII). On the ~ont fa~ade of the building 

1 Imitated no dou~ f~m the pillars which the Emperor A'oka 
set up at many of the most famous Buddhist stiipas. 
• 
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all the pilasters are,of the Corinthian order; two having 
r{)unded. and the :remainder .flat shafts.' The interspaces 
between these pilasters are relieved by:niches of three 
· varietieS.. The' two nearest the _ steps resemble the' 
pedimental fronts of Greek buildings ; those in the 
centre ~e· surmounted by ogee . arches. like the familiar 
~ Bengal" roofs; and. th8se at the corner take tbe 
forms.ofearly Indian tora'fJas, of which many examples 
are portrayed on the sculptures of Mathura..1 Perched 
a.bove eaCh of the central and outer niches is a bird, 
apparently an' eagle, and it. will be. obst:tved that one 
t)f these eagles is double-hea.ded.The presence of 
this . D!-otif at Taxilais interesting. It is known to 
occur for the first . ti~ein Hittite. sculptures' from 

, Western. Asia ; and it is founa. also on an earlY i\rory 
of the, Geometric. period from Sparta~ But later on 
it seemS to have ;been especially associated. with the 
ScythianS, and we may well believe that it was the 
Scythians who introduced it at Taxila. From the 
Scythians; probably, it was adopted into the Imperial 
.Arms' of RuSsia and' Germany, and from Taxila it found 
its way to Vijayanagar and Ceylon. 
, The . whole facing .of kajijiir stone, ind.uding mould
ings 'and other decorations" was originally finished 
with, a, thin coat of fine .stucco and, as' time went on, 

· numero\lSother coats were added, s~veral of which. 
· when first excavated,. sho~ed traces' of red, 'crimson 
and. yellow, 'paint. Both drum and dome were pro

:pably ,adorned. with decorations executed in stucco 
ap.d .painted" and t.he dopie, was surmounted by three 

. 10.'. V.A.: Smith; Jain BI61'4 and olher ,dntiqui/ie8 0/ MaMura, 
1'1. ~n. 
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umbrellas. At the edge of the steps and round the 
bue of the stopa was a low wall decorated on the 
outside with the usual Buddhist railing, parts of which 
were found in the courtyard below. A good idea of 
the appearance of the stupa, when intact, may be 
obtained from a relief of the Mathuri School published 
in V. A. Smith's Jain &Npo and otAer Antiquitiu 01 
MatAura, PI. Xu, which appears to have been executed 
at no great length of time after the erection of this . 
building. But in this relief the style of the stupa is 
more pronouncedly Indian than the stupa in Sirkap. 
In the latter, the whole basis of the decorative design is 
Hellenistic, the mouldings, pilasters, dentil cornice and 
pedimental niches being all classical, while the only 
Indian. features are such subsidiary details as the 
tora~ the ogee-arched niche and the brackets above 
the pilasters. It remams to add that the chamber 
containing the relics in ·this stupa was found in the 
centre of the base at a depth of 3 ft. 2 in. below its 
top, but it had long since been rifled of its .contents. 

In the block of buildings (F) to which this shrine 
belongs a discovery of considerable value was made in 
the shape of an Aramaic inscription carved on what AIwuIc 
appears to have been an oct~rronal pillar of white I!fSCBIl'TION. 

marble (PI. XIIIa). This inscription was found built 
into the wall between two chambers, at and ai, in the 
north-west comer of the ~lock, and, inasmuch as these 
chambers date approximately from the reign of Azes 
I, it must have been buried in its present worn and 
broken condition before the J>eginning of the Christian 
era. The letters as well as the language are Aramaic 
and of a type which is to be assigned to the fourth . . 

I'~ 
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,~entufy .B.C. but the meaning of the record is still. a 
matter of uncertainty. Dr. -L. D. Barnet and Prof; 
Cowley;interpret it as referriDg to the erection of a 

-:palace of " ce~8.r and ivory,'!1 but according to another 
interpretation it relates -to, a private compact and the 
:penalty. to be paid for, breaking it. The discovery of 
·this inscription is of special, interest in connexion with 
.the origiIJ. of the Kharoshthi alphabet, ,sIDce it confirms 
:the view that Kharoshthiwas derived at Taxila (which 
was ,the chief city of the Kharoshthi district) from. 
.Aramaic, the latter having, been introduced into the 
North-We§t of India by the Achaemenids after their 

,conquest of:the country about 500 B.C. 
fuTOR ANTIQU!· The w.,nor antiquitiesrecovered~ from these _and 
'IES OP SmKAP. : Qther houses in Sirkap are many and vario~. '1'hey 

,include large collections of earthenware vessels of. 
numerous shapes and- sizes, from lamps and jrinking 
goblets and ,incense burners- up to the greatstor&' 
jars, ,thre~ to,four feet in height, in which grain, oil 
and the like wer~ kept ;terracotta figurines and toys; 
SliOne bowls, ,goblets, decorated plaques and dishes; 
iron vessels ,and utensils, among which are folding 
chairs" topod stands, horse's bridles, keys, sickles, 
spades, swords, daggers, shield bosses and arrow:-: 
heads,;, bron~e ,and' copper cups, lamps, caskets, scent 
bottles; ornamental pins, bells, finger ,rings; several 
thousandS of coins and numerous pieces of gold and, 
silver jewellery. A descrip~ionof these many classeS 
,of, antiquities is beyond 'the scope of this guide book.' 

EWlU'.LEBY mOM but there are two finds ,of gold and silver jewellery: 
[OVSB E. ' .., 

1 J. R-....4. 8. 1915, pp. 34(1·7. 
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which deserve particular mention, both because of 
their intrinsic value and interest, and because the 
objects comprised in them have been removed to 
Lahore, where many visitors to Taxila may not perhaps 
have an opportunity of seeing them. Both finds were 
made in Block E, the one in chamber e16 in the 
second or Scytho-Parthian !'katum and the other af>- 1\ 

slightly highfl'r level on the north side of the central 
courtyard (PI. XIV). The objects recovered were as 
follows :-

-

Bronze statu.ette· of the child-god Harpocratcs, 
holding a finger to his lips in token of silence. In the 
left haRd he carried some object, possibly a flower, 
which has disappeared. Late Hellenistic work (PI. 
XV). 

About two feet below this statuette in the same 
chamber was brought to light an earthen jar closed at 
the top with a disc and containing the objects enu
merated below. The disc is composed of two thin 
plates, iron on the inside, silver on the outside, ri vetted 
at the edge with silver nails. Originally, it may have 
done duty as the boss of a shield. 

Head of Dionysus in silver repousse, with . stand 
beneath. 1 The head of the god is bald on top and 
wreathed with a grape-vip.e. His ears are pointed. 
In his right hand he holds a two-handled wine-cup 
(cantharus). Behind the head passes the curved staff 

. (thyrsus) with a bell suspend~d at its end. The front 

1 The .taAd is not illustrated in PL L 
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of the stand is adorned With a conventional palmett!l 
and rosette; behind it, is a curved projection which 
enabled the head to be' set in a slanting position on 
the table.. The relief is Hellenistic in style, and of 
very high' clalls workmanship (Frontispiece). 

3. Silver spoon, with handle terminating in a 
cloven hoof and attached t~ the back of the spoon by 
a "rat-tail". ridge. Greek pattern. Precisely simila,r 
spoons have been found at Pompeii (PI. XVI, 15). 

4. Two pairs of gold bangles. The ends were 
closed with separate discs of beaten gold. . 

5~ Pair of gold ear-rings, provided with clasp 
attached by ring hinge. The clasp js 'of a double 
horse-shoe de/!ign ornamented with cinquefoil rosettes, 
two hearts and strap. The hearts and rosettes were 
formerly· inlaid with paste, which has now perished 
(PI. XVI, 1 and '2). / 

6. Two ear-pendants of gold., They are composed 
of' rings decorate~ on. the' outside with double rows 
of beads and granules, with granulated bud-like drops 
depending-from them (PI. XVI, 3 and 5). 

7. Flower-shaped pep.dant of gold,' composed of 
six petals, backed by granulated ribbings-.and siX' 
smaller heart-shaped petals at their base, one inlaid 
with paste or jewels. Attached to the lips of the 
larger leaves isa ringo, with granulated edge" from 
which chains were suspended with bells at their ends 
(PI. XVI, 4).. • 
- 8. Plain gold finger ring, with flattened bezel 
engraved. with Kharosh~hi legend, "Sadaralaaa (!>~' 
and Nandipada symbol (l'l. XVI, 6). 

9. Gold hoop finger ring, with onl. b~ze1 enclosinll 
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cornelian engraved with cornucopia, fluted vase, and 
spear in the Hellenistic s~yle (PI. XVI, 7). 

10. Gold hoop finger ring, with oval bezel enclosing 
silver inlay. The device on the silver.is too corroded 
to be distinguished (PI. XVI, 8). 

11. Gold hoop finger ring, with flat rectangular 
bezel and clusters of four ~ drops on either side. The 
inlaid stone" is lapis-Iaz~ engraved with the figure 
of. a warrior armed with spear and shield and ali. 
early Brahmi inscription to his proper left. The 
style of the engraving is Hellenistic. The inscription 
reads :-... . samanavasa (Pl. XVI,9). 

12. Gold chain, composed of four double plaits, 
fitted with ring at one, end and hook at the other_ 
(PI~ :x.VII, 8). 

13. Six cylindrical pendants belonging to necklace. 
The casing is gold open-work of various reticulated 
designs, enclosing cores of turquoise paste, green jasper, 
and other stones. Attached to eac~ are two small 
rings for suspension (PI. XVII, 7). 

14. Seven open-work gold beads, probably inlaid 
with paste (PI. XVII, 6). 

15. Pair of gold ear-rings, bound with wire at ends 
(PI. XVII, 4 and 5). 

16. Gold ear-ring of eoarse workmanship (PI. 
XVII,3). 

17. Oval locket of gQ1d. The jewel is missing from 
the centre. 

18. Pair of diamond-shaped attachments, probably . 
for ear-rings, of gold inlaid. with garnets t1i ca,buchon . 
(Pl. XVI~ 9). • 
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J.9. Pair of hollow club-shaped gold pendants 
(PI. XVII, 10). 

20. 60 hollow gold beads, round and of varying 
sizes (PI. XVII, 13). 

_ The articles contained in the above deposit appear 
to have been buried during the 1st century· B.C. But 
a number of these articles had then been in use for a 
considerable time, as is pro;ed by the extent to which 
they had been worn. I assign the bronze statuette to 
the 1st century B.C. and t):te lapiz-Iazuli ring and the 
head of Dionysus, which is certainly the finest example 
of Greek work yet discovered in India, to the previous 
century. 

FROM THE NORTH SIDE OF CENTRA.L COURTYA.RD • 
• 

~1. Gold repousse figure of winged AphrodIte or 
Psyche (PI. XVII; 11). 

~2. Round gold repousse medallion. In ctlntre, 
winged Cupid dancing, encircled by flowing lines. This 
and· the previous figure are of . coarse workmanship, 
made .apparently by beating a thin gold plate into a 
mould (PI. XVII, 12). 

23. Nine ova.l-shaped jacinths cut· en cabuchon and 
hollowe.dbehind.· They are engraved with various 
intaglio 1igur~ of victory, Eros, busts, et~. 

24. One .flat carnelian ditto, with bust intaglio. 
'Broken. 

£ 

25. Three garnets en cabuclwn, dot and comma 
shape, used for inlay. ~. 

. .26. Two oval glass geIll&-(a) with flat face banded 
. iu green, white and blue; engravin~ indistinct; (b) 
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en cabuchon, of dull brown glass; engravmg indistinct. 
Fractured. 

27. 74 pieces of gold necklace. Each piece is hollow 
and pierced laterally for two strings (PI. XVII, 14). 

28. Pieces of turquoise paste and crystal cut en· 
ca'buchon and fiat, in various designs. These as well 
as the gems enumerated above, appear to have been 
used for inlaying. 

P29. 21 silver coins of new types belonging to the 
Parthian kings, Sasan, Sapedanes, and Satavastra and 
the Kushan king, Kadphises II (1). 

In th~ block of buildings opposite to E, on the west
ern side of the High Street, a noteworthy feature is the 
stupa at the south-east corner, access to which is 
prclvi~ed on the east side by a double flight of seven. 
steps faced with squared kaiijur masonry. The plinth 
of this stupa is composed of thick walls of stone radi
ating from the middle with the interspaces between 
them filled with debris. A pit sunk in the centre of 
this core revealed a square chamber at a depth of 
between seven and eight feet below tha- surface; but, 
unfortunately, the chamber had been broken into and 
rifled in days long gone by. 

The next building on the east side of the High APSlDAL TEMPLB 

Street is the Great Apsidal Temple of the Buddhists to D. . 
which I referred on p. 57. This temple, the plan of 
which will be apparent. from Plate XIV, faces to the 
west. It stands in a· spacious recta.ngular courtyard 
with two. raised platforms to right and left of the 
entrance of the temple an~ rows of chambers for the 
monks aga.inst the west compound wall. The temple • 
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was built on the' ruins of earlier buildings' of fjhe 
Scytho-Parthian epoc~ and with a view to providing 
a level court and at the same time adding t9 the im
pressiveness of the building, these earlier structures 
were filled in w:ith debris and a raised terrace was 
thus created. access to wliich . was provided by two 
flights of stsps on the street front. The platforms to 
the right and left (01 and 02~ a~ one enters "the court, 
are the foundations of two small stiipas, amid the fallen 
masonry of which were. found numerous stucco and 
terracotta headS and other decorative objects which 
had once served to adorn th~ edifices. One of them, 
a stucco head of a Greelr Satyr with pointeq ears, is 
illustrated in Pl. XVI, 16. 

The value of these terracottas and stuccos is' all 
the greater because their date can, be fixed with. ap
proximate certainty. In the debris of the courtyard 
both here and at other spots numerous coins were 
unearthed. belonging mainly to KujUla-Kadphises and 
Hermreus, with a few of earlier date mingled with 
them. From, these it may. be inferred that the build
ing was already falling to decay in the latter part of 
the 1st century A.D. 

In the middle of the court stands the great Apsidal 
Temple, and just as the court is r~sed above the level 
of the street, so the temple itself is raised on a plinth 
well above the level of .the court. It consists of a 
spacious navel with a porch \n front and a circular 

1 Gen. Cunningham found in the DJLve the remains of some 
colossal figures of burnt clay. The apse. he ·took to be a. circula.r 
well or underground room, distincfG from the temple. C/. C.S.B., 
1863·4,pp. 127·8. 
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'pse behind, the whole surrounded by an ambulatory 
?asaage (pradakshir.tii), .to which access was gained 
rom the front porch. The. plan, in fact, is generally 
limilar to that of the Sudama cave in the Barabar 
1ills,! but in the latter case there was no porch in 
ront and no passage around the outside of the chambers. 
:n the middle -of the apse, which measures 29 feet in 
liameter, ihere must orlginally have been a stiipa, 
mt treasure-seekers of some bygone age had utterly 
lestroyed it. . 

The exceptional depth (22 ft.) of the foundations of 
the apse is explained partly by the excessive weight of 
the supelstructure, partIy by the fact that they had to 
be carried through the loose debris of earlier st~ctures, 
Ul\til -rirgin soil was reached~ 

Noo.r the old floor level is a curious horizontal break· 
in the masonry of the walls, which is now filled with 
earth. This break marks the position where timbering, 
which has since decayed, ~as originally inserted in the 
stone work. 

As to the elevation of this temple, it is impossible to 
speak with certainty, but it may plausibly be surmised 
that the pradakshi'f./,ii passage was lit by windows pierced 
in its outer walls, as was the case with the temple at 
JaI}.diaI to be described presently, QJld that light rota 
the nave and apse was admitted through the western 
doorway or a window above it. The roof appears to 
have been of wood co-oored with earth, as is mdicated 
by _ the remainS of timber and a large number of 
iron nails, bolts, clamps, etc., found in the debris • 

• 
I. CJ. Fergussoq Indian and Ea8tem Arehitecmf'e, VoL I, p. 130. 
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OPA CoURT A. Of the buildings between the Apsidal Temple and 
the northern wall of the City, there is none that calls 
for particular notice except the large. court with a 
square stftpa in its centre on the east side of the High 
Street. This court differs from those previously de
scribed both in being more spacious and in having a 
number of living cells disposed around its four sides. 
Possibly it was intended rlther for public, and the 
others rather for private worship. The stftpa in the 
centre had.been despoiled of its relics; but the relic 
chamber still contained, among other objects, some 

_broken pieces of what must once have been a singularly 
beautiful crystal casket, the fine workmanshiprof which 
suggests that. it dates hom the Maurya age. From. the 
fragments remaining it is evident that the casket, wllen 
intact, would have been too ·large to go insid~ the 
relic chamber; alld it -must be IDferred,therefore, that 
it was enshrined there in its present broken condition. 
The probability is that the relics deposited h~re were 
taken from some much older monument and that the 
crystal casket in which they had reposed having been 
broken, the fragments of it were scrupulously pre
served. Tbat contact with the relics would invest 
such fragments with a special sanctity is clear from tho 
story of the Brahman Dro~a, who at the divisioll of the 
relics of the Buddha, received as his share the casket in 
wlrich the Mallas had placed them; and it is proved 
also by_ the discovery of similal fragments in stftpas at
Sanchi,. Sarnath and elsewhere. 

y GATE. When. t:qeir excavation is complete, the north gate 
of Sirkap and the adjoinirLg. fortifica~ions will pro
bably afford· as much interest as anything in the city, 
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especially as this is the only example of a city gateway 
of the early period that has yet been brought to light 
in India. At present, the digging is not sUfficiently 
advanced to make the disposition of the defences 
entirely clear, but it already seems evident that the 
main gateway must have been masked on its outer side 
by a barbican, and that J;he barbican was pierced by 
a second ghteway set at right angles to the main one. 
To the west of the gate and against the inner face oL 
the wall is a range of substantially built rooms, 
which we may assume to have been occupied by the 
guard, and on the opposite side of the High Street 
are the '\-emains of one of t,he ramps by which the 
defenders could mount on to the wall. Immediately 

. iIUide, as well as outside, the gateways the gradient 
must" always have "been a steep one, and, as the level 
of the ground inside the city rose, it became steeper 
and steeper, necessitating the construction· of a deep 
drain to carry ofi the rush of water. During the 
latest period of the city's occupation this northern 
entrance appears to have been closed. and the 
remains of various later walls and apparently of stfipas 
also. can be seen in the actual gateway. 



CHAPTER"" VII 

TIli1dP!JE. F~om Sirkap we now proceed due northwards 
through the "suburbs known as "Kachchii kot" to 
the two lofty mounds in JaI}.<;lial, between which the 
ancient road to Hasal:). Abdal and Peshiiwar probably 
ran. 'The mound to the east" of the road, which then 
rose to a. height d'f some 45 feet above the surroupdihg 
fields, was superficially examined by' Gen. Cunningham 
in 1863-64, and at a depth of 7 or 8· feet" below the 
surface he discovered some walls of a large bUilding 
which he surJPis'ed to be an ancient temple. Curiously 
enough, the General was quite correct in believing 
that. i!.n ancient temple lay concealed in this" mound, 
but :the walls whIch ,he himself unearthed belonged 
toa comparatively late stmctureof the medireva1 
epoch. The ancient temple which has now been laid 
bare was found at a depth of 8 or 9 feet still lower 
down. . 

The position of this templ~ is a very commanding 
one, standing as it does on an artificial mound some 
"25 feet above the surrounding country and facing 
the north gate of the city' of Sirkap. Its length, 
including the projection in front of the portico to the 
bll.ckwall, is 158 feet, and excluding the peristy]e~ a 

~9 
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little over 100 feet. Its plan is unlike that of any 
temple yet known in India, but its resemblance to 
the classical temples of Greece is' striking (PI. XVIII). 
The ordinary Greek peripteral temple is surrounded 
on all sides by a peristyle of columns and contains a. 
p"onaos or front poroh, a naos or 'sanctuary,and, 
at the rear, an opisthodorjos or back porch, known 
to the Romans as the posticum. In some temples, 
such as the Parthenon at Athens or the Temple of _ 
Artemis at Ephesus, there is an extra chamber 
between the sanctuary and the back porch, which in 
the case of the Parthenon was called the" Parthenon ". 
or chamb'er of the virgin goddess ~thene. In the 
newly excavated temple at JalJ.c;lial' the plan is 
a]ntos~ identically the same. In place of the ,usual 
peristyle of columns is a wall pierced' at frequent 
intervals by large windows which admitted ample 
light to the interior, but at the main or' southern 
entrance of the temple are two Ionic columns in antis, 
i.e;, between pilasters, which received the ends of the 
architrave passing above them. Corresponding to 
them on the further side of a spacious vestibule is 
another pair of similar columns in antis. Then comes, 
just· as in Greek temples, the p"onaos leading through. 
a broad doorway to the naos, while at the back of the 
temple is another chamber corr~ponding to the opis
thodomos. The only essential difference in plan between 
this and a Greek temple is that, instead of an extra 
chamber between the opisthodomos and the sanctuary, 
we have at JalJ.c;lial a solid mass of masonry, the founda
tions of which are carried down over 20 feet below 
th~ floor of thi iemple. From the depth of thes~ 
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foundations it may safely be concluded that this mass 
of masonry was ·intended to carry a heavy super
structure, which, apparently, rose in the form of a 
tower to a lleight considerably greater than that of 
the rest of the temple. Access to this tower was 
provided by flights of broad steps ascending from the 
opistlwdorrt()8 at the rear .of the temple and laid 
parallel with-the stdesof .. the edifice. Two of these 
flights still exist, and it may be assumed that ther~ 
were at least three more flights above" them, probably. 
narrowing in width as they ascended above the roof 
oithe main building~ The altitude of this tower 
may be surmised to have been about 40 feet.· 

The masonry of the .. temple is' mainly of lime
stone and kafijiir, originally faced withp}aster, 
patches of which are still adhering to the walls at 
various points. ' 

The Ionic columns and pilastersr however, are 
composed of massive blocks of sandstone, the bases, 
shafts and capit.aIs being built up -in separate drums 
fixed together with square dowels let in the centre, as 
was ~o the practice in GJ;eek, buildings (PI. XIX). 
In the construction of col~mns in Greek temples it 
is well known that a fine joint was obtained by 
grinding down each drum in its bed. In the case 
of the JaJ}.9ialtemple .. the same process seems to 
have been followed, the beds of the drums being 
roughly chiselled at the centre and a raised draft 
left at the edge, which was afterwards ground 
down. The base mouldings of these columns are 
not very subtle in their flutline, but their capitals 
with their "leaf and dart" alJ.d "tllel and bead" 
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mouldings are of quite a pleasing form. In several 
of the column and pilaster bases fractures were caused 
in ancient days, probably .by earthquakes, and 
these fractures were repaired by cutting back the 
broken stones to a straight edge and dowelling. on a 
separate piece by means of iron pins. . 

The wall. mouldings in the naos or sanctum 
extend round the foot of all four walls, and it is 
obvious from their existence along the north wall 
that originally this wall stood free down to its base. 
At a subseque.nt date, however, a platform about 3 
ft. 6 in.. high, was added on this .side of the chamber. 
The door leading from the pronaos to the nao!l 
appears to have been of wood bound with iro~ of 
whiCh many fragments were founq in the charred 
debris strewn 'over the floor. 

As to the superstructure of this temple, the archi
tra ve, frieze and cornice were of wood and, no doubt, 
of the Ionic order, in keeping with the Ionic character 
of the columns, pilasters, and bold mouldings around 
t.he base of the walls. Of wood, too, was the roof 
construction; but the roof could not have been of 
the ridge type usual in Greek temples. Had the roof 
been sloping, tiles must have been used on the ~)Utside, 
and some of them must inevitably have been found 
among the fallen debris. But there was ilot a trace 
of anything on the floor of .he temple, except the great 
charred beams of wood, long iron nails, door hinges, 
and a thick layer of clay mixed with masses of plaster 

. from the walls and charcoalt It may be concluded, 
therefore, that, safe for the tower in the middle of 
~e building, the roof of the temple was flat, like the 
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roofs-of most oriental buildings, and composed of half 
a dozen inches of earth laid over the timbers. 

To what faith this unique temple was dedicated, 
we- -caD. only surmise. That it was not Buddhist, 
seems patent from the total absence of any Buddhist 
images or other relics among its debris, as well as £lom
its unusual pIan, which is Unlike that of any Buddhist 
chaper thlitwe know of. For similar .reasons, also, 
we must rule out the idea that it was Brahmanical 
or Jaina. On the other hand,. the lofty tower in the 
middle of the building and immediately behind the 
sanctum is-very significant. My own view tS that this 

. tower was.·a· zikurrat, tapering like a pyramid, and 
ascended in just the Same way as the zikurriJf,s of 
Mesopotamia; and I infer from its presence, as'well as 
from the entire. absence of images, that the temple 
belonged to the Zoroastrian religion. On the sumpilt of 
the tower the faithful would offer their prayers in praise 
of the Sun, Moon and all else which led their thoughts 
to Nature's God; and in the inner sanctuary would 
stand the sacred ·fixe altar with the dais at the side 
from which the priestlrwould·feed it.1 We know that 
the idea of the Assyrian zikurrat was familiar to the 
Persians, and there is nothing more likely than that 
they borrowed its design for theit fixe temples. Indeed, 
the zikurrat tower at Firuzabad has been thought by 

10/. Dr. j. J. Modi in the Times of India, Aug. 12, 1915. I 
myself previously took the view that the fire altar was placed on 
the summit of the ziTcurrat ; for we know that in Achremenian times 
the Persians Silt their fire altad in high places and raised on lofty 
Jlubstructures. But Dr. Modi, the eminent.Parsi scholar, doubts 
whether, amid the oosmopolitan sUB:'oundinglt of Taxila, the fire 
al~ar could thus have beell eXllosed to view. 
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many authoritIes actually to be a fire altar. More
over, in favour of my hypothesis, it must be remem
bered that this teniple was constructed in the Scytho
Parthian epoch, at a time when Zoroastrianism must 
certainly have had a strong foothold at Taxila. 

It is possible that this is the temple described by 
Philostratus.in his Life of '-l.pollonius, in which he and 
his companion Damis awaited the permission of the 
king to enter the city. "They saw", he says, "a 
temple in front of the wall, about 100 feet in length 
and built of. shell-like stone. And in it was a shrine 
which, co~sidering that the temple was so large and 
provided with a peristyle,- was disproportionately small, 
but nevertheless worthy _ of admiration; for nailed 
to eaclt of its walls were brazen tablets on which 
were portrayed the deeds of PorUs and Alexander." 
The words "in front of the wall" define the position 
of the JaI}.Q.ial temple accUrately, and the travellers 
coming from the, north, would naturally wait outside 
the north gate of the city. The description, too, of 
the inner sanctum as disproportionately small is signi
ficant; for this is a specially noticeable feature of 
the J aI}.Q.ial Temple. . On the other hand, the temple 
is considerably more than 100 ft. in length, 
unless we exclude the peristyle. The words }..ISo!) 
KO'YX!)AIt%TOf) I take to mean, not" of porphyry", as 
they are translated by-Conlbeare and other editors, but 
" of stone C()verea with stucco," shell having been used in 
India from time immemorial for the making of stucco. 

On the second of the t""o mounds, which lies a STtlPAS AND 

little to the west of the one just described, was MONASTERY IN 
.. -Is f· . d f MOUND B. !i'llother budding a 0 0 maSSlve proportIOns an 0 . 

~2 
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about the same age a~ the Zoroastrian Temple; but 
here the superstructure has entirely vanished and there 
remains nothing but a complex of foundation walls. 
Further north, at a distance of about 400 yards from 
the Temple were two more 10'W mounds, designated A 
and B, respectively, in the map (PI. XXIX). In the 

,latter, which lies to the east o£.the {ormerto have been 
unearthed the remains of a medium-sized stiipa set in 
the square courtyard of a monastery. The stiipa is 
of two periods, having originally been built in the 
Scytho-Parthian epoch, and rebuilt probably in the 
third century of our era. The earlier stplcture is 
now standing to a height of only a little over 2 ft. 
above the old floor level. It is square in elan, 
with a projecting staircase on its southern lace, 
and .a spacious relic chamber in the centre. Round 
the . base runs a moulding of the usual pattern, and 
above is a series of square pilasters, six on each side 
of the building, which were once surmounted by a 
dentiLcornice. Near the foot of the steps on the 
ea~tern side is a . square plinth, similar to those by 
the side of the Ilhrine in block G in Sirkap. 

When this stiipa and the monastic quarters con-
~nected with it had fallen to decay, another stiipa aud 
a second series of cells-were erected on a different plan 
above 'their ruins. This later stiipa has a circular 
plinth and is construCted ot limestone blocks in the 
semi-ashlar style. 

This monument was partly excavated some years 
ago by Sir Alexander Cquningham, who appears to 
have penetrated as far as the later ~ircular structure 
only, which he describes as being 40 feet in diameter 
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and which he erroneously identifies with the stupa 
erected by Asoka on the spot where Buddha had 
made an offering of his head (p. 116). Prior to 
Cunningham's excavation the relic chamber had been 
opened by the villager Nur, who, without being aware 
of the fact, seems to have thrown out the relics 
concealed within; for jn the spoil. earth which he 
had left. a\ the side of tte stiipa, I found a small 
silver casket lenticular in shape, containing a smaller 
one of the same pattern in gold, and in the latter 
a small fragment of bone. The larger vase in which 
these caskets had no doubt reposed, had diSappeared. 

The s9cond and smaller mound, which lies within STUPA. A. 
a hundred feet of stiipa B, is also mentioned by Sir 
Ale~ander Cunningham Q,S having been opened by the 
villagt'rs and as containing a small ruined "temple." . 
In reality it is a stiipa 'of almost precisely the same 
type as the earlier of the· two just d~scribed, though 
the masonry and ornamental details are somewhat 
inferior. No relics were found in this stiipa, nor did 
the debris yield any mlnor antiquities of interest. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

SIRSUKIi, LAL<m:AK AND BADALPl1~ 

To reach the city of Sirsukh we must now retrace 
our steps by way of the Zoroastrian Temple and 
proceed for· about a. mile and a half along the main 
~oad to Khanpur. Sirsukh, as already staMd,l is the 
most modern of the three cities of Taxila, having 
peen founded by~ the Kushans, probably during.the 
reign of the great Emperor Kanishka. The mounds 
which cover the ruins of its southern and eastern 
ramparts, are still clearly visible from the road along
side the littleLUJ}.~ naIa, but the northern and western 
walls have almost entirely vanished beneath the level 
of the fields or been 4estroyed, and on these two sides 

msUXll FORTI- it is only with difficulty that their line can now be 
[OATIONS. traced. Of the eastern fortifications a short section 

has been exposed to view near the south-east comer of 
the city; and it is these excavations w)llch will be our 
first objective. The wall, which is constructed of 
rough rubble faced with neatly fitting limestone masonry 
of the large diaper type, is-IS ft_ 6 in. in thickness, 
and is provided at the base both on its inner and outer 
face with a heavy roll plinth, which was added after .. 

1 P. 6 ante 

D4 • 
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the wall itself had~een completed, in order apparently 
to strengthen its foundations. On the outer face 
of the wall, and separated ~om each other by intervals 
of about 90 feet, are semi-circular bastions, access 
to the interior of wh~ch is provided by a narrow passage 
carried through the thickness of the wall. Both the 
bastions and the wall itself are furnished with loop
holes, which are placed i~ediately abovt) the plinth 
referred to:at a height of rather Jess than five feet above 
the old floor level. In the case of the bastions, these 
loopholes widen towards the outside and are closed 
on the outer face of the wall with triangular arches which 
give them a singularly western appearance. Beneath 
them, in -the interior of the bastions, is a hollow hori
zontal chase in the wall, now filled with earth, which 
mM"ks where timbers were once let into the masonry. 
Still iower down (on a level, that is to say, with the 
old floor and opposite the entrance of the bastions) there 
is, in some of them, an aperture which no doubt served 
the purpose of a drain. The floors of the bastions 
were composed of lime concrete- containing a large 
admixture of river sand. 

If we compare these fortifications with those of 
Sirkap, we shall find that they differ from the latter 
in several essential features. In the first place, they 
are faced with the large diaper masonry characteristic 
of the early Kushan period instead of the rubble masonry 
characteristio of the Greek and Scythian periods. 
Secondly, they are pimed with loopholes for the use 
of defenders standing on the ground floor. Thirdly, 
the bastions are semi-circular in plan instead of rectan
gular, and are hollow witfUn instead of solid. In the 
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case bQth of Sirkap and of Sirsukh it may be assumed 
that the'. bastions were divided, like the bastions of 
Jater Indian fortresses, intq two or more storeys, a.nd 
that the upper storeys were hollow like the lowest 
storey at Sirsukh. In both cases, too, it may be taken 
for granted that the wall was provided with an upper 
terrace and with lines of loopholes corresponding with 
the terrace, from which the defenders could shoot 
down' on an attacking force. ~" 

Two other striking features in which the city of 
Sirsukh differs from its predecessor, are its almost 
rectangular p~an and ~its situatIon in the open valley, 
its builders' having manifestly placed more reliance 
on their artificial defences than on any natural 
advantages which the hills might afford them. -
Whether these new features were the outCOPlEi' of 
developments in military engineering in India itself, or 
whether they were introduced by the foreign invad,ers, 
the Kushans, b:om Central Asia or elsewhere; is a. qU~lI
tion which we have not yet enough data, either 
monumental or literary, for determining. 

The minor finds from the bastions of Sirsukh 
include copper coins of Hermreus and Kadphises I, 
which wtlre recovered on the floor level, an ivory mirror 
handle ~d a deposit of 59 copper coins of Akbar the 

-Great, ~hich were unearthed near the surface. 
TORIAN. In the interior of Sirsukh conditions a):e less favour-

able for digging than in Siikap; for, on the one hand, 
nearly all the area enclosed -within the walls is low
lYIng and, abundantly irrigated, with the result that 
the ancient remains 'are buried deeper beneath the 
alluvial soil than in Sirkap; on the other hand, the 
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few mounds which rise here and there among the culti
vated fields and which doubtless mark the sites of 
relatively important structures, are now occupied 
by graves and ziarats or modern villages, such as those 
of PilJ.<:i Gakhra and PilJ.<:iora, and, while any disturbance 
of the graves or ziarats is out of the question, the 
removal of the modern dwellings could only be effected 
at an inordinate cost. TIle only spot inside the city 
where exca~ation has been started is between the village 
of Tofkiafi1 and the mound of PilJ.<:iora, where dressed 
stones and pottery had often been turned out by the 
plough and where there was promise of ancient struc
tures beipg found relatively near the surface. Here 
a complex of buildings has been revealed which may 
eventually prove of considerable interest. It com
prises. parts of two courts, a larger one to the west and 
a smaller one to the east, with a series of chambers· 
disposed around them and a connecting passage 
between. As to the extent and plan of this building, 
all that ·can be said at present, is that the principle 
on which it is designed, bamely, the principls. of 
the open court flanked by rows of chambers, is the 

10/. O. S. R., Vol. II, p. 133, and Vol. V, p. 67. Cunningham de· 
soribes the find in one of the mounds near this village of a oopper 
plate insoription dated in the year 78. But Cunningham himself 
is in doubt as to whenoe precisely the inscription came. In 
one place he says that its findspot is situated nearly a. thousand 
yards to the south·west of Sirsukh, while in another he speaks of 
its having oome from the vijJage of Tofkinii inside the city, the 
reason for these conflioting statements being that the oopper plate 
in question was disoovered, not by Cunningham himself, but by a 
bhi8hti, named Nurw who gave different a.ooounts of it at. different 
times, and whose versions, therefore, a.re altogether unreliable. 
The remains whioh I have so fa~ exoavated near the village belong 
to .. muoh la.tor dl)to than this inscription. 
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same as that- -followed in the older structures of 
SirKaP; and., judgirig by the dimensions and structural 
character of what has been exposed( it may be 
surmised that the whole will prove to be an elabo.rate 
and extensive building not- unlike the one -which 
I have designated "the palace" in - the earlier 
city. In -one reSpect, however, there is' a notice
able difference between ~ese two structures. In 
contradistinction to the other buildings in· that city, 

_ the palace of Sirkap is provided with doorways leading.. 
from the courtyard to the ground floor chambers, 
.as well- as from one chamber to another.; here, in 
Sirsukh. there is no evidence of any such' o:eenings in 
the walls, and we are left to infer that access to the 
ground floor chambers was proVided, as it was pro
vided also in the ordinary houses of Sirkap, by. seeps 
descending from the first floor rooms. 

It remains to add that the wall stretching across 
the north side of 'the court appears to be ~he founda
tion of a raised plinth -which probably supported-a 

-pillared verandah; that the masonry of the walls is 
semi-ashlar above the ground level, but approximates 
to rubble below; and that in sonie of the chambers 
were found large earthenware jars. of the typ~ usually 
employed fOl; the storage of grain. oil or water, as well 
as- coins of Kadphises II, Kanishka and Vasudeva and 
various other minot antiquities. 

LALCHAK. 

IDms~ sTOl'ABetween one and two. hundred yards from the 
I MONASTERY. north-east corner of Sirsukh and on the pathway to 
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the village of Garhi Sayyadan was a group of- four 
small mounds, known iocally as Lalchak. These 
four mounds cQvered the remainsQf a Buddhist settle
ment containing stiipas, shrines and mQna~teries, 
which appear to date from abQutthe fourth century 
·A.D.MQst striking among them is the small mQnas
tery in the northern part Qf the site (PI. XX). It 
is standing to a height af between seven and· eight 
feet above the grQund level and contains a vestibule 
in frQnt, fQur chambers fQr_ habitation, leading-off frQm 
it, and a small apartment Qn the west side, which pro
bably served as a storeroom. The entrance-is ill .the 
~ddle 0.1 the southern side and is approached by a 
flight Qf four stQne steps~ A second stairway, also. of 
stQne, led from the 'western end Qf the vestibule to the 
uppeD stQrey, which has nQW perished .. No doubt the 
walls Qf the upper storey were Qf stQne, but to judge
by the large quantities Qf ashes, burnt earth, irQn nails, 
clamps and the like which were fQund in the debris, 
the fittings and upper flQQr must have been Qf timber~ 
and the rQQf Qf the same material with the USlfal cQvering 
of earth. The date which I have assigned above to 
this monastery, is based upon the style of its masonry; 
for no minor antiquities to· which a definite date can 
be assigned,-were found associated with its foundations 
or walls. On the. other hand, in the debris a few feet 
below the surface of the mound there came to light 
four silver COiDS' belonging to the White ,Huns, which 
suggest, though they do notprQve, that the building 
had been burnt out and buried from view before the 
sixth or seventh century •. of our era. Indeed, it is 
quit)e possible \hat it was not in occupa.tion for more 
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than 8.' few decades ;for,tho~h the stairway is worn 
and smoothedby,- the passage of many feet, half a 
century would be quite enough time to account for th!s. 

, Amongthe:minor, antiquiti~s recovered from this 
site were' an' ornamental triiitla and rosettes of copper, 
IIJ,', broniefinger ring, iron pickaxe and arrow-head, 
and,iriecklace of, cornelian; garnet, calcedony; crystal, 
nialach~te,lapis-Iazuli, gold, pearl,. and ~hell beads. 

STUPA L, 'To the sputh-east of the monastery just described 
and'abou~ forty yards distant from it is a stiipa standing 
in the middle of a rectarigular £ompo~d.l It is square 
in ' plan. with' a broad Hight of steps on its northern 
side. The pilasters which adorn the plinth v,re of the 
Co!:irithian order but' stunted and decadent, arid 
surmou.nted, as is usual in later structures, by Hindu 
brackets. , .' 

Inside the court orthis stiipa and to the right and left 
of the' entrance were' the remains of two small chapels, 
of which the one to the east comprised a square sanetum 
for the.image· with a portico in front,paved with stone 
slabs. What was lI~ft of the other was too fragmentary 
to be .. made out 'with certainty. The design no less 
than the construction of this and the following building 
indicates that they were coeval with- the neighbouring 
monastery described, above, ,and it is therefore of 
interest to record that a pit sunk in the rubble core 
of thisstiipayielded 140 tokens and coins of various 
issues, ,including some' of, the city of TaxiIa, others 
'of' Antialcidas; Kadphises' II, Indo-Sasanian ... Kings 
arid Sa.mantadeva. It· ',is very unlikely that these 

, ",: , - '"" '. ' . 
I Thisllompo,und as well as the two small chapels mentioned 

billow' and'Stiipa; II, have beenlloveied in agam. ' 
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coins, lying haphazard in the earth, were intentionally 
deposited there when the stfipa was erected. Their 
presence may be accounted for on the assumption that 
the debris used for the core o~ the stiipa was brought 
from one of the ancient city sites where such coins are 
found in abundanoe. 

,.- Between Stiipa I and the.monastery were the remains STUPA II. 
of 8 second·stiipa, of which nothing' was left sta:y.ding 
except its semi-ashlar foundations. Fortunately, the 
relic-deposit in the centre of these foundations had not 
been disturbed. 'The earthenware pot in which it 
reposed hl1d been broken by'the weight of the 
debris ab1>ve, but the' deposit itself was intact and 
prov~d to consist of thirtybeadt of gold, garnet, ruby, 
jasper. and shell. The relic bone~ which had presum-
ably accompanied them, had crumbled to dust. 

BADALPUR. 

Of the great stiipa of Badalpur, near the village 
of Bhera; there is little that need be said. In its 
construction, and doubtless also in its design, it reo 
sembled the Bhallar and Kunala stiipas, and must have 
been one of the most imposing monuments at Taxila ; 
but it has suffered much from the' spoliation wrought 
by treasure seekers in the .past, and apart from its 
massive plinth, which measures over 80 ft. in length 
by 20 in. height, there is little enough left of its former 
grandeur. On the nort!: and south sides of the stiipa 
are two rows of chambers with narrow verandahs in 
front, which served as chafels fQr images; and about, 
70 yds. to the east are the buried remains of a spacious 
monastery. 
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The style of the masonry coupled-with the finds of 
coins, which belonged almost exclusively to the Kushiin 
Kings Kanishka, Huviahka and Vasudeva;, 'betoken. 
the latter haH of the third century A.D. as the proba
ble date when .these structures were erected. 



CHAPTER IX 

MOHJ;tA MORADU, JAULIAN, ETC. 

Visitors to Taxila who do not wish to make the 
Jlound of fll the excavations, will find it convenient to 
omit the remains at Tofkiafi, Lalchak and Badalpur, 
which are of secondary interes~ only, and to proceed· 
direct. from the fortifications of SirsUkh to the two 
groups of Buddhist 'buildings at Mohra Moradu and' 
Jauliafi, which in many respects are the best preserved 
and the most striking monuments of their kind in the POSITION 01' 

North-West of India. The first of these two groups MoH\tAMoRADU. 

lies abo~ a mile to the south-east of the city of Sirsukh 
and is'situated in a small glen at the back of the village 
of Mohra Moradu. Here, as one goes eastward, the 
slopes begin to be noticeably greener; for the wild 
olive and sonattha shrub grow freely among the rocks, 
and the rugged gorge of Meri, through which the path-. 
way ascends to the monuments, is singularly picturesque. 
Inside the glen-or it mi~ht better perhaps be termed a 
cup in the hills-an oblong terrace was' constructed 
by the Buddhist builders, and side by side on this 
terrac~ was erected a stiipJL and a monastery of com-
manding size, the former at its western, the latter 
at its eastern- end .• When first discovered. both 

11)3 
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monastery and stiipa were buried in a deepaccu
mulation of detritus 4-om the surrounding hills,' the 
only part of the structures. visible to the eye being 
about 5 feet of the ruined dome of the stiipa, which in 
years gone by had been cut in twain by treasure hunters 
in search of t~e relics and, like the Dharmarajika stiipa. 
sadly damaged in th~ process. Beneath this accu
mulation, however, both buildings proved- to be re. 
markably well preserved, stand!ngactually to a height 
of between fifteen and twenty feet .and still retaining 
many admirably executed reliefs in stucco .. on their 
walls (PI. XXI). 

STUPA I. In point of architectural design there is" nothing 
specially remarkable about this stiipa, nothing to dis
tinguish it from other memorials of a· like charac\er 
which were erected in the third and fourth centuries 
of our. era. Thanks, however, to its protected position 
in the hills and other fortunate circumstances, many of 
the stucco reliefs with which its walls were decorated and 
which iIi other caseS havealmosf. entirely perished, are 
here tolerably well preserved; and, though their colour
ing has mostly disappeared, they suffice to give us a 
much better idea than we could otherwise have got, of 
h\,w these monuments looked when they first emerged 
from the hands of their builders. Apparently, the whole 

-surface of the structure up to the top of t~e drum was 
covered -with figures; for there are groups of Buddhas 
and Bodhisattvas, both stand1ng and seated, in the 
bays between ,the pilasters (PI. XXII), and on . ,. 
the face of the pilasters themselves are series of 
Buddhas ranged one above the other. On the drum, 
again, above the berm the same. figur:s are repeated 
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on a smaller scale, and on each side of the steps was 
a continuous row. of figures disposed in decreasing sizes 
beneath the raking cornice, just as they might have 
been in the pedimental groups of a classical temple. 
In point alike of style and technique the standard 
attained by the artists who modelled these reliefs is a 
high one. What strikes one most, perhaps, about the 

e. , 
figures and pe.rticularly about those in the bays on the 
south side of 'the plinth, is their life and movement 
combined with their dignified composure. This life and 
movement 1s specially evident in some of the attendant 
Bodh!sattvas, the swish of whose robes, with the limbs 
delicately 'tlontouredbeneath them, is wonderfully 
true. and convincing. Delicate, too, and singularly 
effective are the hovering figures which emerge from 
the baclCground to the sides of the Buddhas, as if they 
were emerging from the clouds. Yet another point that 
arrests the attention, is the highly successful manner 
of portraying the folds of the drapery, the technical 
treatment of which accords with the best Hellenistic 
traditions and demonstrates most .accurate observation 

. on the part of the artists. l 

Among the many detached heads, found round the 
base of this stiipa and now preserved in the local 
museum are several which are in an -unusually good 
state of preservation. Over the surface is a fine slip 
apparently applied before the final definition was 
given to the features. Thee face is left white, but the 

. 1 In Greek soulpture of the best period the mass of the material 
was ohiselled away and the folds left, as it were, in relief; in Roman 
and decadent Greek work labour was saved at the expense of truth 
by merely grooving oat the fplds from the mass of the matorial. 

H 
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lips, edges of nostrils, edges and folds of eye-iids, edge 
of hair, folds of neck and ear-lobes are picked out in 
red, and the hair itself is coloured grey blac1c. 

STUFA II. On the south side of tb,e steps of this stiipa is a . 
smaller monument of the same character. It is of the 
saroe date and constructed and decorated in much the 
same manner as the 1arger edifice, bu~ only a few 
fragments of the stucco reliefs have survived on the 
south and west sides. . . . . 

MONASTERY, The monastery connected with these stiipas is· as 
interesting as the stiipas themselves. In. addition to 
the usual· open. ~ectangular court it comprises also 
several spacious chambers at .. the eastern, side. . The" 
entrance to the rectangular court is on. the nort\t and 
is approached by a broad flight of steps with a.. landing 
at the top. leading into a small portico. On. the west 
. wall of the pDrtico is an arched niche containing a 
remarkably well preserved group of figures in high 
relief, namely, Buddha in the centre and. four attendant 
worshippers on .either side. 

Passing from the' portico into the interior of the 
monastery we find ourselves in a spacious court with 
27 cells ranged .on its four sides. In the middle of 
the court is a. depression about two feet deep with 
steps descending into it on each of its four sides,. 
and at its south-east comer, a square .'platform which 
once supported the walls' of a chamber. Round 
about this depression and at intervals of five feet 
from 'each other, is a series of stone slabs, the upper 
surface of which is level (with the lest of the court. 
These slabs acted as bases to, the ~ilIars ofa broad 
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verandah which was constructed mainly of wood.1 and 
which besides shading the fronts of the ground-floor cells 
served also to provide communication with the cells on 
the upper storey. The eaves of the verandah no doubt 
projected beyond the pillars which supported it, so as 
to discharge the rain water into the depression in 
the middle of the court, wh~ce it could be carried off 
by a covered drain. The .height of the lower storey 
was about twelve feet, as is proved by the ledge and 
row of socket holes, evidently intended for the timbers 
of the first floor, in the back walls of the cells on the 
south side. Access to the upper floor was obtained, 
not as mig'ht have been expected, near the entrance 
portico, but by way of two flights of steps in one of the 
cells en the south side of the building. On the western 
and southern sides of the court all the cells are provided 
with windows; on the northern side windows were not, 
perhaps, so necessary, as the light admitted through 
the cell doors would be brighter; and on the eastern 
side they were impracticable, inasmuch as there were 
other chambers at the back of the cells. The windows, 
placed at a height of about eight feet from the ground, 
are somewhat narrower at the top than at the bottom, 
and contract considerably towards the outside. In 
some of the cells, but not in all, there are small 
niches, apparently for lamps, like those in the monastery 
at Lalchak and in the one adjoining the Kunala stiipa. 

~he interiors of the ct!l.ls occupied by the monks 
were covered, like the lest of the monastery. with a 
coating of plaster. but were probably destitute ot any 

• • 
1 The wood oonstruotion is evidenoe4 by the mass of charcoal, 

iron fittings, eto., fowfd in thg debris. . 
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decoration. In the' verandahs, on the other hand, 
the wall 'appears to have been relieved with colours 
a.nd'the wood work was no doubt carved and painted 
or gilded, while the courtyard was further beautified 
by· effigies of the Buddha of superhuman size set on 
pedestals in front of the cells, or by groups of sacred 
'figures, 'in little niches ill' the walls.- Of the larger 
effigies, remains of seven have survived'rQ!!lld about 
the quadrangle; but only three of these are even toler
ably well preserved. In each of these cases there is'a 
particular . interest attaching to the. smaller reliefs on 
the front of the pedestals from the fact that they 
illustrate the dresses worn by lay-worshippers at the 
time they werese1; up, namely, in the fourth or fifth 
century A.D. Of the niches, the best preserv"dis the 
.one in front of cell 4 on, the left side of the monastery, 
the. group in which depicts th& Buddha; seated in the 
dltyiina-mudrii with attendant figures to the right and 
left. 

/; still more' valuabl~ discovery than these statues 
.or reliefs, is a stiipa, almost complete' in every detail, 
which was found inside cell No. 9 on the left side of 
the monastery (PI. XXIII). It is standing to a height 
of twelve feet 'and is circular in plan, its plinth being 
_divid~d into· five tiers, with elephants and Atlant.es 
alternating in the lowest tier, ~ and 'Buddhas seated in 
niches alternating with pilasters in the tiers above. 
The core' of the stiipais of \afijiir, and the mouldings 
and . decoratioD$' are. of stucco'· once decorated with 
colo*s, viz., . crimson, blue and yellow, traces of which 
are still vis~ble. The Umbrella was constructed, in 
sections threaded on to a ce~tral {naft of iron, but 
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in the course of 'ges this shaft had, decayed, and the 
umbrella was found lying at the side of the stiipa. 
The edges of the ·umbrellas are pierced with holes 
intended apparently for stI'eamers or garlands. This 
stiipa is, I believe, the most perfect one of its kind yet 
discovered in Northern India, and as such possesses a 
very exceptional antiquari,n value. , 

The chambers on theastern side of the Monastery 
are reached through a. doorway at the back of one of 
the cells. As originally designed, there .were four 
chambers, the largest of which, to the-north, is distin
guished by the presence of four kanjiir columns in the 
centre, and presumably served as the "conference 
hall" of the community. To what use the other 
thrae chambers were intended to be put, there are not 
yet sufficient data for determining, but it may be, 
surmised that one of them, probably the middle Qne, 
was use,d as a refectory. At a later date-that is, 
some two centuries after the building of the monastery 
-this part of it was considerably altered by adding 
two small closets in ,the middle chamber and by raising 
the floor of the chamber in the south-east corner by 
some eight feet and constructing tperein a reservoir, 
meant apparently for a bath, with a. water channel 
leading down into the middle chamber. The two 
closets referred to are of unusual form, one being a 
sort' ()f small rotunda with an entrance on its western 
side, the other rectangulat- in plan with raised bencheo 

; on two of its sides. In appearance the rotunda looks 
more lil,re a well than anything else; but its· walls 
are carried down no deeper than the fOlmdations of 
the monastery, 6nd b!neath them there is nothing 
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but solid rock. Possibly this and ethe other closet 
adjoining formed part of the baths of the monastery 
and served as hot and cold chambets. 

It remains to add that. the original- walls of this 
monastery are in a. rathe:t: late variety of the large 
diaper style and may b~ assigned both on. this and 
other evidence to aboutth~close of· the 2nd :century 
A.D. The additions and 'r~pairs were in 'the late 
semi-ashlar style and were executed. as'I, have 
indicated above,about two hundred years later. Many 
coins of the Kushan kings, Hlivishka . and Vasudeva, 
were discovered on the floor of the mo!,:astery. Among 
other :/ninor' antiquities found here was oner6lllarkably 
fine Gandhara statue of the Bodhisattva Gautama (1) 
in almost perfect . preservation (Pl.XXIV),seW3ra} 
terracotta. images of the. Buddha which. had' fallen 
from the mchesin the court, and am.assive steatite seal, 
of the Gupta pe:t:iod behmging to one HariSchandra. 

·JAULIlN. 

The other group of Buddhist .. remainsis perched 
on the' toP of a hiU some 300 feet in height and situated 
rather less than a mile north-east of Mohfii. Morii.du 
and about half that distance from the.village of Jauliaii. 
To reach this hill from Mohra Moradli the visitor has 
the choice of. two rQutes: either he. may foHow the 
narrow. track which leads eaStward from the 
Mohro. Moradu .monastery, of he can retrace his steps 
as far as the hamlet of Mohro. Moradu and thence follow 
the lohger path across the fields. In the former case 
the walk will 'take about 25, in· the latter ~bout 40 
~nutes, 
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The monllIllSlnts in the J auliaii group are more 
highly ornamented and in a still better state of preser
vation than those ~t Mohfa Moradu ; for many of them 
,had only just been erected and the rest but newly 
repaired alid redecorated, when they-were overtaken 
by the catastrophe which resulted in their burial. 
On the other hand, the decorations of these buildings 
at Jauliaii is not of so hjgh a quality as those at Mohfa 
Moradu. There is less breadth in the treatment of the 
reliefs, less vitality and movement in the figure's, less 
subtlety in their modelling, and less delicacy in their 
technique. \ We shall see presently that there are good 
reasons. for believing that the destruction of the 
Buddhist settlement at Jauliaii took place in the filth 
c~tury A.D.-at the hands, perhaps, of the invading 
Hun§; and, if this date is correct, then the decorations 
on the walls of the stiipas can hardly be ascribed to a. 
date earlier than about 400 A.D. The reliefs at Mohfa 
Moradu may possibly date from a few decades earijer, 
but it is probable that the destruction of both these 
settlements was due to one and the same cause. 

Up to the time of writing the position of the original STUPA COUR'IS. 

entrance into the stiipa courts has not been definitely 
ascertained, but we may assume that it was at the south-
east corner of the Court. At present the visitor enters 
by way of one of the chapels in the north-west corne. 
and finds himself in a large open quadrangle with 
iange.s of, small cella. intended for cult images 
along its sides and five moderate sized stiipas, now 
roofed over for the sake of protection but lormerly 
standing exposed in the .pen (PI. XXVI). All thefle 
stiipas have l~st th~ir domes and cylindrical drums, 
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but their square bases are still adornell. with crowds of 
,elaborate ,stucco reliefs disposed along· their walls in 
horizontal tiers,· and 'are well wonhy 'of attention. 
Observe, in particular, the Buddha or Bodhisattva. 
images ensconced in niches with attendants at their 
sides, and the rows of . elephants, lions, or Atlantes 
in a variety of quaint and. distorted postures' sup
porting the superstructure abONe them; and observe, 
a~o, on Stiipa Do the Kha~osh!hi inscriptions which 
give . the titles of the images and the names of their 

-donors. Kharosh!hi records of any kind are rare in 
India, and t.hese are the first that have been found 
engraved :On stucco reliefs. • 

All· the buildings. in thifJ lower court were erected 
at the time -when the Main Stiipa was repaired and 

- redecorated in the 4th or 5th century A. D., and it 
will be noticed that t~e stonework employed in their 
construction is the late semi-ashlar variety. The 
original Jabric of the main stiipa itself, which stands in 
the middle of the upper court, probably dates from 
Kushan times;- but the masonry now visible as well as 
the stucco decoration dates from two centuries later. 

'On its northern face, a little to the left of the project
ing .Bt~ps, is a seated Buddha figure with a circular 
hole at. the navel and an ex-voto inscription in 

*' Kharosh'l)ti beneath, reco~ding that it was the gift of 
one'Budhamitra, who" delighted in the law " (dharma). 
The hole at the navel was inttmded for .a suppliant to 
pI3ce his finger in when ofIering prayers against certain 
bodily ffilmerits. Among the numerous small an~ richly 
decorated stiipas which' ar~ ranged in rows around 
the Main Edifice; a special interept att::r.::hes. to the one 
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on the south sidel which is numbered A 11 in the plan. 
The relic chamber in this structure was exceptionally 
tall and narrow, alld in it was a miniature stiipa of 
very remarkable character (PI. XIII b). It stands 3 ft. 
8 in. high . and is modelled out of hard lime plaster 
finished with blue and crimson paint and bejewelled 
round the dome with gems of garnet, carnelian, 'lapis
lazuli, aqua.marine, ruby, agate, amethyst and c~yst,al, 
cut in nlitnerous shapes· and arranged in a variety of 
simple patterns. The workmanship of this curious 
relic casket is undeniably coarse and barbaric, but 
there is a certain quaint charm in its design as well as 
in the lxightand gaudy colouring of the inlaid gems. 
Down the 'body of the miniature stiipa runs a hollow 
shait, at the bottom of which were the relics themselves, 
hidden within a amaller copper-gilt receptacle. Another 
stiipa in the same 'Court which also merits notice; is 
A 15 on the west side of the main structure. On it are 
engraved several more donative inscriptions in Kha-
roshthi characters. , 

We shall now return to the lower court and make MONASTERY. 

oUr way to the monastery on its eastern side. Just 
outside and to the left hand of the entrance is a small 
chapel conta:ini~g a singularly beautiful group of stucco 
figures (PI. XXVII). In the centre, is seated the 
Buddha in the attitude of meditation (dhyana-mudra), 
\"ith a standing Buddha to his right and left and tw~ 
attendant figures behin&l. Of the latter, the one to the 
left carries. the fly~whisk (chauri) , the other is the 
VajrapaI}i, holding the thunderbolt in his l~ft hand. 
On 'the central image ara. still many traces of the red 
and black pai~t and of the gold leaf with which it, and 

. j 
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doubtl~sthe other figures also, welf' once bedecked. 
A .seconc;l group of figures to the lett bf this niche·is 
unfortunately much damaged, but .the realistic basket 
of fruits and flowers borne by one of the attendants is 
deserving of notice. 

In plan and elevation, the monastery at J.auliaii. 
though. slightly smaller,. closely resembled the one at 
Mohra Moradu. There was the same open guadrangte 
with ranges of cells on its fOlfr sides; the s;Irie square 
depression in the middle of the qua,(J.rangle j the same 
small chamber, perhaps a bath~room, in the corner of 
'the latter; the same verandah carried on wooden 
pillars; the same niches for images in fron~ .of the 
cells; the same kind of windows ahd lamp-niches 
inside them and the same stairway in one of the cells 
ascending to the upper storey. B~t.in a -few farli-' 
culars this monastery helps to supplement 'the infor- , 
mation acquired on the other sRe. Thus; some of the 
doorways of the cells are still intact, and we observe 
that they are much lower than might have heen ex
pected. It should be added, however, that the existing 
doorways belong to the later repair of the building, 
and it may have been that the original entrances of 
the Kushan period were higher. Again, on the northern 
side of the court, the cell immediately to the left of 
the stairway must have served as a shrine, since the 
femains of several burnt clay images, adorned with 
paint and gilding, were found ~side it. The .entrance 
of this particular cell is relieved by bands of floral 
d~igns roughly executed.. like the images inside, in 
burnt clay; but in. both caslli\ the burning of the clay 
seems to ~ave been caused- by the gen~ral conilagra-
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tion in which th~ whole monastery was involved during 
.the fifth century A.D. Other evidences of this fire 
were also observaije in the charred condition of floors 
and walls and in masses of charcoal and burnt timbers 
found in the cells and courtyard. That it took place 
during the fifth century is to be inferred both from 
the style of the sculptures, none of which can be referred 
to a latEP: date than tlHs, and from various' minor 
antiquities found in t£e cells; among which was a 
burnt carnelian seal engraved with the words Sri 
K ulesvaradiisi in Brahmi characters of the Gupta 
age, and a birch bark manuscript also in Brahri:J.i of 
the sa91e period. The latter, which is the first 
manuscript of the kind to be discovered in any exca
v~~on in India, is unfortunately sadly damaged by 
fire, 'but it is hbpedthat its partial decipherment may 
not prove impossi~le. Among the other antiquities 
Jound in the monastery were over 200 coins, many 
'iron nails, hinges, and other implements, copper orna
ments, terracottas and numerous potteries, including 
the several large store jars that are still to -be seen in 
some of the cells. 

BHALLA:tl STUpA. 

Another large and important group of Buddhist 
monuments now being excavated is at the Bhallaf 
Stupa, to which referince has been made on p .. 60. 
They occupy a commanding position' on the last 
spur of the Sar~a hill, which bounds tlte Haro 
.Valley on the north, ani are situated at the side of 
the Havelian~Railway, about 5 miles from Saraikala 

• 
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and haI.f a mile 'north of the Haro rifer (PI. XKVIII). 
The most convenient way to reach it is by means of a 
trolley, which can sometimes be (lbtained from the 
Sarai-kala Railway Station. The outward journey, 
which is mainly down hill, takes about 40 minutes, 
the return journey over an hour. 

According ,to Hsiian T~ang, 1 the Bhallar Stiipa 
-was originally built by the Emferor Asoka td commem
orate the spot where Buddha in a preyioUB existence 8 

had made Itn offering of his head, but" ife,Yer Asoka 
erected a' monument here, no trace of it is- now dis
coverable. The' existing stiipa dates back no further 
tban the ,thiId or fourth \century of our erT!.. Like 
the Kunala stiipa on the opposite side of the valley; 
it stood on a. lofty obTong base, ascend~d on its e~n 
side by a broad flight of steps. The body of the 
superstructure above this base, eonsisted, as 11sua1, ·of 
a drum and dome surmounted by one· or more um
brellas. The druni., which is strikingly high in pro
portion to the diameter of the monument; was divided 
into six or seven tiers, diminishing in size from the 
bottom upwards and decorated with rows of decadent 
Corinthian pilasters, friezesanddentil cornices. The 
northern half of the stiipa has entirely fallen -and on 
this 'side the relic/chamber, which.was set near the top 
~f the drum,- is now 'exposed to v:ie~. In the court-

1 Of. Beal, Buddhist Recorda 0/ the'We8te1'n. World. Vol. I, p. 138 
B ('1. DitJ. XXII. pp. 314-328. In that particular existence 

tha Bodhisattva was Chandraprabha, and Taxila was the city 
of Bhadra'ilii., over which h~ ruled.- On th) spot whore the 
Bhallar Stiipa now stands, there IDlY once have been a Stiip~ of a 
hero Chilndraprabha, whose- cult was subsequently absorbed into 
Buddhism. -
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yard of the stiipa numerous chapels and other monu-
ments are !\Ow being excavated, and the massive walls 
of a spacious mOl!astery are just coming to light to 
the east of the courtyard; but it would be premature 
to speak of these until the digging is more advanced. 
It was in this monastery, says Hsiian Tsang, that 
Kumiiralabdha, the foun~r of the Sautriintika school, 
composed -his treatises,.and in the courtyard of the 
stiipa that a miracle took place not long before his 
time. A woman affiicted with leprosy came to worship 
at the stiipa, and, finding the court. aU covered with 
litter and dirty, she proceeded to cleanse it and to 
scatter Rowers around the building. Thereupon her 
leprosy left her and her beauty was restored. 

Bun. MOUND. 

In concluding this description of the ancient monu
ments of Taxila, it remains to mention a few finds 
made in the Bhir Mound-the earliest of the three 
city sites. In this city digging operations have hithert.o 
been limited to temporary trial trenches and pita, 
which have been sunk at various points, mainly towards 
the northern end of the site, and then filled in again. 
The remains thus disclosed comprise chambers of 
rough rubble masonry, potteries, terracotta figurines 0' 
primitive wor1..-m.anship, coins and jewellery: aU, so far' 
as they can' be dated, l1elonging to the Maurya epoch. 
The most noteworthy of these finds was a small treasure 
unearthed in the. compound of the ArchlOOlogical 
Bungalow. It consists' 3f 160 punch-marked coins 
of debased siNer, a very fine gold coin of Diodotus 

) 
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struck' in the nam~ of Antiochus II, of Syria, a· gold 
bangle, a gold pendan~ in the form of a 1iiger claw, Ito 
small gold reliquary and several d~her pieces of gold 
or silver jewellery~ besides a large number of pearls, 
a~ethysts, garnets, corals and other s~ones. The gold 
pendant and the little reliquary are especially beautiful 
examples of the goldsmith'£\. craft, the filigree design 
applied to their surface being.remarkably d~licate and 
refined. The coiA of Antiochus ang the local P1lllC~ 
rnarked coins point to the latter. half of the 3rd. cen
tury B.O. as the time when this -jewellery was hidden 
in the 'ground, and the gold claw and the reliquary 
(Pl. XVI, 12, 13 and 14), which are more worn'iihan the 
other pieces, are probably half a. century or SQ earlier. 
By the side of the jewellery was found what e~ars 
to. be a goldsmith's cr~cible 'qit:tJ, a few early B;ahrni 
characters stamped on its sides, and, in another chamber 
a narrow well filled with earthenware jars, all of which 
were turned upside down and empty. This well was 
excavated to a depth of some 18 feet, and about 60 
vases . were recovered. All these remains belong to 
the period of the Maurya occupation, when the city 
of Taxila was undoubtedly situated on the Bhir Mound. 
As these relnains, however, were quite near the surface, 
and as there is an artificial accumulation some 16 or 
p,O feet deep below _them, there is every hope that 
remains of a much earlier period may be: found in the 
lower strata. • 
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GLOSSARY 

ACROPOLIs.~(G,.=high cit,.,. The citadel or highest part of a 
Greek city, usually situated on an eminence commanding 
the rest of the town. 

ANT.IE.-Pilasters terminating the side walls of a classic building. 
APsE.-The termination of a building, circular, multangular 
· or semi-circular in plan, with a domical or vaulted roof. 
· . The tJrm was first applied to a Roman basilica. 

. ABcIIITRlvE.-The beam or lowest division of the entablature, 
which,~ t;.mediatelY on the column. 

AS~-Square stonework in reg"war courses, in contra-
• distinction to rubble work. . 

ATIANTEs.-Sculptured figures of men used in place of columns 
· 01' plfasters, supporting or seeming to support a mass above 

them. Female figures used for the sa'Dle purpose are known 
as Caryatides. 

BALUSTER.~A small pillar supporting li""handrail or coping. 
the whole being called a balustrade. .. 

BARBICAN.-An outwork intended to defend the entra.nce to a 
caStle or fortified town. 

BODmSATTVA._-See page 39. footnote 2. 
CA.NTlIA.Bus:.-A two-handled drinking cupr Greek pattern. 

. CAVETTO.-A small concave moulding. 
CoPING.-The capping of a ",all or balustrade. 
CoRBEL.-A block projecting from a wall to lilupport a superin. 

cumbent weight. 
CoBNICE.-In Greek architecture. the highest part of the enta

blature ~ting on the frieztf; any moulded llroiection which 
121 
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crowns the part to which it is affixed. llaking cornice~ 
a cornice inclining from the horizontaf. 

CYMA.-A moulding of which the profile Cis a double curve, 
concave and convex. Oyma Recta, in whiclJ. the concavlt 
curve surmounts the convex; cyma ".eversa, in which thlt 
convex surmounts the concave. -

DADo.-The lower part of a wall, when decorated separately. 
DENTIL.-Tooth-like ornamental blocks in Ionic and Corinthian 

cornices. _ 

DUl'ER.-A small pattern repeated continuously over a will 
surface., Diaper ma80MlI, a. Iistinctive kind·of masonry: 
ill~strated on Pla.te V. • . 

EN CABUCHoN.-In the form of a carbuncle, i.e., with a eonvex: 
upper surface. in contradistinction to that of a garnetr 
which is facetted. 

EFrABLA.'~t1B;m;-In classical archite~ure, that portion of .. 
-structure. which is ,supported by the, eolumns.tand oon· 
sists of the architrave, frieze and cornice., l 

ENT~SIS.-A ,slight swellin$ in the ~ha.ft of a col~ • • ' 
FILLET.-A small flat moulding having thil'"'apjiearance of .. 

narrow: band, generally used to separate curvilinear mould· ' 
ings. • 

FBIEZE.-That part of ~e entablature which iii be1J\-een th& 
architrave and cQrnice, usually enriched with figures or 
other ornaments. 

FBONTALITY.-A term &ppliedto archaic statues'lwhich ara 
so rigidly and formally fashioned, that an imagmary planlt 
drawn through the top of the head, nose, backbone, breast. 
bone and navel, divides the figure into two perfectly sym. 
met . alves. 

GLYl'TIc.-Per ~ng to: the art of engraving. 
INTAOLIo.-An en aved figure sunk into the face of a gem ~ 

.. the reverse of cameo, which is in reliet 
JITAXA~ TBE.-A Pali .work conttining 550 stories about the 

'previous births of Gautama Buddha, who.. according to 
the Buddhist belief, had been born 'in all,c~ted forms, 
as man, god and animal, before he appeared on earth &8 
the son of ~uddhodana;' - . 
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KAii'JuB.-The 10Cl\1 na.me of a soft limestone. 
KHAXOSHTHL-A script derived from Aramaic; it was in vogue

in the North-V\1lst of India between B.C. 300 and 400 A.D. 
MAul.BHARATj,_-The great Sanskrit Epic of India, the theme

of which is the _arbetween the sons of Kuru and the 
sons of Pandu. It oon!ists of 18 books and is oommon19" 
attributed to the sage Vyisa. 

NANDIPADA.-~ Footprint of Nandi: a device frequently found 
on anci~nt coins and supposed to represent the footprint 

• of a bull. • 
OGEE.-A moulding or arch41 of which the curve resembles the-

cyma reversa (q.v.). . , 
PEDDbNT.-The triangular termination of the roof of a classiC' 

temple; in Gothic arChitecture called the" gable." 
PERIPTERAL.-An edifice surrounded by a. range of columns_ 
PEXISTYLE.-A range of columns surroundiI).g a court or temple. 
"PrLA.STEBJ-A square pillar projecting from a wall. . 
l'RADAKSHD.fA.-A ceremonial act performed by walking round 

a sWip~r sacred edifice from left to right. 
'PRAKB.IT.-The vernacular dialect of ancient India. The vari

ous forms of Prakrit are closely allied to literary Sa~krit. 
P~s'-J. Greek jewel box. 
REpoussi.-A style of ornamentation in metal, raised in relief 

by hammering from behind. • 
RIDGE-XOOF.-A raised or peaked roof. 
Rocooo.-1 debased variety of ornament, in which the decora 

tive devices lack good taste and meaning. 
SATi.-(Skr.). A widow who immolates herself o~e funeral 

pyre of her husband. 
SATRA,J.>.-(K8hatrapa) ~iceroy or Gov~rnor ¥province. The-

title was originally a Persian one. I ' 
SCOTIA.-A concave moulding used principally in the base~ 
, of columns and walls •• 
SOFFIT.-The underside of any architectural member. 
STEATITB.-A stone commonly known as soap-stone. 
STl1PA.-See P. 35. footnote 1. 
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TOBA~A.-A gateway of 'Indian design •. ,Sill p. 29, footnote I~ 
TOBus.-::--A. convex moulding usedprincip'WlY in the bases of 

cotu~s. . 
TBIBATNl..-(Skr.) • Three jewels.' A tri~ent-lik3 device used 

'\.... to sym,bolise the trinity of Budd~s~. See p. 41, footnote 1. 
lJNIFACY:L.-A term used of arc~ail1 statuary in the round 

which is conceived by the sculptor in one. aspect only, 
. jn contradistinction to theplurifacial statuary of develpped 

art, which is conc~ived simultaneously in· all its aspect~ 
i.e., in.its three dimensions.·., .,., , 

: ,.. . . ... 
USH~i!illA.-See p. 44, footnote I.· ~ " 
VAruP~I.-(Skr.) 'Beare" of the thunderbolt.' An 1I.~~ant 

~n the ;Buddha, whose identity is uncertain. ~' .J 
~SHN.U :-~A~A.-One of the 1$ Pura~as, which deAt with 

:" creation, with the genealogies of gods and patriarchs and 
with ·the. dynasties of kings. The .dynasti:t>.. history 
giv\lll in .the V...,kt/-u pura,~ extends to the ri, of the 
Imperi~I.Guptas in th~. 4th century A.D. • 

'VOLtJTE.~The scroll or s.pil~~ Ionic and c~ capitals. 
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